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GARRISON Dam
AND RESERVOIR
MISSOURI RIVER
NORTHDAKOTA
PERTINENTDATA

.
1.

PURPOSE

Garrison Dam and Reservoir,
in coordination
with other projects
of the Missouri River main stem system, are operated as a multiple
purpose project
for navigation,
flood control,
hydroelectric
power,
water supply, water quality control,
recreation,
fish and
irrigation,
wildlife
and allied purposes.
3
L.

Authorization

Authorized by the Flood Control Act approved 22 December 1944
(Public Law 534, 78th Congress, 2nd Session) as part of the general
comprehensive plan for flood control and other purposes in the
Missouri River Basin.
3.

LOCATIONOF Dam
State
Counties
River

North Dakota
McLean and Mercer
Missouri River, 1389, 86
river miles above the mouth
(1960 mileage)
Approximately 77 miles north
of Bismarck, North Dakota

Town
4.

DRAINAGEAREAS
Missouri River Basin, sq. mi.
Above Garrison Dam, sq. mi.
(includes 1350 square miles
of non-contributing
areas)
Fort Peck Dam to Garrison Dam,
sq. mi.
Garrison Dam to Oahe Dam, sq.mi .

5.

529,350
181,400
123,900
62,090

STREAMFLOWDATA
Observed Flow at Dam Site,
maximum of Record (1952)
minimum (1940) (Approx.)
Average (Approx.)

cfs (1898-1953)
348,000
1,800
25,000

Regulated Flow at Dam Site,
Maximum (1975)
minimurn (1955)
Average

cfs (l!&!-1976)
65,200
4,900
20,500
viii

,

Average Annual Runoff at Dam Site
(1898-1975),Acre-Feet
(1)Adjusted
6.

to 1949 level

18,500,000(1)

of water resource

RESERVOIRDATA
Approximate Length of Reservoir, miles
(Pool Level at Maximum Normai Operating
and 1960 River Conditions)

Level
178

Shoreline,

1,340

miles at Elev.

1837.5

Storage Capacity

Elevation
msl

Maximum Operating Pool
Maximum Normal Operating Pool
Base of Flood Control Pool
Minimum Operating Pool
Exclusive Flood Control Space
Seasonal Flood Control Space
Carryover Multiple Use Space
Inactive Space

1854
1850
1837.5
1775
1850-1854
1837.5-1850
1775-1837.5
1673-1775

7.

development.

Gross Storage
Acre-Ft.
24,100,OOO
22,600,OOO
18,300,000
5,000,000
1,500,000
4,300,000
13,300,000
5,000,000

1875
11,300
210
180
60
2,600
66,500,000

SPILLWAY
Location
Type - Chute, Concrete Lined with Gated Overflow
Crest Elevation,
Feet msl
Crest Length, Gross, Feet
Crest Length, Net, Feet
Gates - Tainter - No. G Size, Feet
Design Discharge Capacity, cfs (Elev. 1858.5)
Discharge Capacity at Maximum Operating Pool,
(Elev. 1854) cfs

ix

-

383,000
368,000
315,000129,000

DAM
Embankment Type - Rolled Earth Fill
Abutment Formations - Fort Union Clay-Shale
Top of Embankment, Elev. Ft. msl
Total Crest Length, Feet (exclusing spillway)
Maximum Height, Feet
Damming Height (Low Water to Max. Oper. Pool)
Top Width, Feet
Maximum Base Width, Feet
Fill Quantity,
Cubic Yards

8.

Gross Area
Acres

Left
Weir

Bank - Remote

1,825
1,336
1,120
28 - 40 x 29
827,000
660,000

9.

OUTLET WORKS
Location
Type - Concrete Lined Tunnels
Tunnels, No. and Dia. in Feet

Right Abutment

1 - 26
2 - 22
Tunnels, Length, Feet Approx.
1529 (2)
Tainter
Regulating Gates, Type
3 - 18 x 24.5
Regulating Gates, No. and Size, Feet
Lift Tractor
Emergency Gate, Total No. G Type
1 - Vertical
37,200
Discharge Capacity per Tunnel, cfs
l2 - 30,400
(Reservoir Water Surface at Elev. 1854)
1678-1683
Present Tailwater Elevation,
Feet msl
Intake Invert Elevation,
Feet msl
1672
1662
Exit Portal Invert Elevation,
Feet msl

Note (2) Length from upstream face of intake
tunnel outlet portal.
10.

to downstream face of

POWERSTRUCTURES
Location
Power house, Type
Tunnels - Concrete with Steel
Tunnels, No. G Size

Indoor,
Penstocks

Tunnels, Length in Feet, Approx.
Service Gates, Type
Service Gates per Tunnel, No. G
Size in Feet
Emergency Gates, Type
Emergency Gates, Total No. G
Size in Feet
Surge Tanks
Note (3) Length from upstream face of intake
11.

Right Abutment
Reinforced Concrete
5 - 29 ft dia with
24 ft dia penstocks
1829 (3)
Vertical
Lift Tractor
2Vertical

12 x 26
Lift Bulkhead

2 - 15 x 26
2 per Penstock,
each 65 Ft. Dia.
to scroll

case.

POWERINSTALLATION
Average Gross Head Available,
Feet
Number of Generating Units
Turbine
type
Turbine
speed, rpm
Discharge Capacity at Rated Head (150ft)
Generator Rating, KW

12.

,

5

cfs

Francis
90
8 Jloo
80,000

POWERAVAILABLE
Plant Capacity, KW
Dependable Capacity,
Average .annual Energy

Note (4)

400,000
367,000
2,270,000,000

KW (4)

Based on Operation

Study 2-76-1975.
X

l-l.
Authorization.
This manual has been prepared as directed
in eR 1110-Z -Zc10 and in accordance-with
pertinent
sections
of
KG 1110-2-36ti0,
“Reservoir Regulation
ior

l-2.
Stope
-2 -- . This manual is one of the 7 volumes
the main stem system of
reservoirs
as follow:
vo1ume.
---

being

preparcd

Project
Mast er Manua 1
Fort Peck
Garrison
Ode
Big Bend
Fort Randall
Gavins Point

l-3.
The Missouri
River Main Stem System of reservoirs
consists
of six Projects,
Fort Peck (Fort Peck Lake) , Garrison
(Lake Sakakawea ,
&me (Lake Oahe) , Biq Bend (Lake Sharpe) , Fort Randall (Lake Francis
Case), and Gavins Point (Lewis and Clark Lake) constructed
by tile
corps of Engineers
for the purpose of flood control
and otncr multii)le
pe purposes.
In order to achieve tile multipurpose
benefits
for wnic:;i
the main stem reservoirs
were authorized
and constructed,
the:, must bc
regulated
3s
a hydraulically
and electrically
integrated
system.
‘l‘i~erc~orc,
the Master Manual presents
the basic operational
objectives
and the plans for their optimum fulfillment,
with sqlporting
basic
dat3.
The Garrison Manual sup;)lements the blaster Manual by discussing
factors
pertinent
to the regulation
of Garrison
Reservoir.
The
regulation,
of major
tributary
reservoirs
located within
the Missouri
River Basin
affectin!;
the regulation
of Garrison
Reservoir
is detailed
in scl)aratc
manuals prepared for the individual
tributary
projects,
l-4.
In an effort
to reduce redundancy,
frequelit
reference
\ii 11
be rncldc in this,
the Garrison
project
manual, to information
COIlt,?iilCci
In the Master Manual.
This is particularly
true with respect
co jetnils
;onccrrling
organization,
coordination
witn other projects
ancl aqencics,
3nd otiier r-actors tllat are pertinent
to o!jcr,ation
or‘ the system as J
whole.
This project
manual should,
tilercfore
, be considered
;LS ;‘I
siqq:lement to tile Master manual, .rlresentin::
further
in formation
;rnd
z.vpandini; or cm!913sizinq detai Is that arc of i3articular
imjlortancc
zL)
the Garrison
Project
.
I-1

SECTION I I
DESCRIPTIONOF MISSOURI RIVER AND DRAINAGEAREA
II-A

Basin Geography
-

The Missouri River Basin upstream from
2-l.
Area1 Extent.
Garrison Dam includes northwestern North Dakota, all of Montana east
of the continental
divide, the central portion of northern Wyoming,
a small part of South Dakota and portions of southern Canada lying
in the tributary
Milk River Basin.
The total drainage area above
Garrison Dam is 181,400 square miles including 57,500 square miles
upstream from Fort Peck Dam. The Missouri River basin above Fort
Peck Dam is described in detail in the Fort Peck Reservoir Regulation
of the Milk River and minor tributaries
Manual . A detailed description
above the mouth of the Yellowstone River is also presented in the
Fort Peck Manual. Although these Missouri River tributaries
form
an important portion of the Fort Peck to Garrison drainage area,
experience has indicated that they are more critical
to the regulation
of Fort Peck than for the Garrison project.
The portion of the Missouri
Basin Licscribcd in this manual consists of the 123,900 square mile
incremental drainage area between Fort Peck and Garrison Dams and
that portion of the basin below Garrison Dam draining to the Missouri
River above the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir.
Plate 1 is 3 general
tn;lp of the Missouri River Basin.
The incremental drainage area between
Fort Peck Dam and Garrison Dam and between Garrison Dam and the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir are shown on Plate 2.
2-2. The major portion of the incremental area described in
this manual is drained by a single tributary
stream, tne Yellowstone
River, which enters the Missouri River in the ilea&aters
region of
the Garrison Reservoir.
This tributary
stream contributes
by far
the largest amount of runoff to the Missouri River reach under consideration in this manual and is also tne major contributor
of inflows
to the entire main stem reservoir
system.
2-3. Topography.
The Rocky Mountains form the western boundary
of the Yellowstone River Basin.
They have an exceptionally
rugged
topography, with many peaks surpassin!: 14,900 feet in elevation.
Within the basin, the mountains extend over an area of about 30,000
square miles.
While the mountains contain many valleys,
Peaks and
mountain spurs are the major characteristics.
2-4. Sloping eastward from the Rocky Mountains, the Great Plains
form tne remaining portion of the Missouri basin under consideration
in this manual. The western boundary of these plains at the foot of
the Rockies averages about 5,500 feet in elevation.
West-to-east

II-1

slopes of the plains average about 10 feet to the mile.
Through
a major portion of the drainage area the surface mantle and topography have been developed largely by erosion of the fluvial
plain
extending eastward from the mountains.
However, particularly
in those
portions of North Dakota north and east of the Missouri River, the
Great Plains have been affected by continental
glaciation.
iIere,
the topography was shaped primarily
by erosion of the glacial
drift
and till.
represents the primary use of the
2-5. --Land Use. Agriculture
land in this portion of the Missouri Basin, estimated to extend over
The remainder is devoted to recreation,
9s percent of the total area.
fish and wildlife,
transportation
and built-up
areas.
Pasture and
range is the primary agricultural
pursuit,
utilizing
about 30 percent
Cropland coqlrises
only 8 percent of the Yellowof the total area.
stone River Basin but makes up about 20 percent of the remaining
drainage area.
Forests and woodland amount to 14 percent of the
Yellowstone Basin and less than S percent of the remaining drainage
area.
Irrigation
is practiced on about one-third
of all cropland in
the Yellowstone Basin but on only about 2 percent of cropland in the
remainder of the drainage area under consideration.
Water areas in
this incremental drainage area make up about one percent of the total
area, but the rivers,
lakes reservoirs,
farm ponds and other bodies
of water involved are extremely important to the region’s economy.
The drainage pattern of the Missouri
2-6.
Drainage Pattern.
River Basin is shown on Plates 1 and 2. Noteworthy in the drainage
basin above Garrison Dam are the large areas of the upper Missouri
River controlled
by the Fort Peck Reservoir.
The Milk River, the
first major tributary
below Fort Peck Dam, drains a 23,000 square mile
area, predominantly
of the plains region, including a portion of
tributary
stream in this reach of the
Canada. The most significant
.
Missouri River is the Yellowstone River, originating
on the western
slopes of the Absaroka mountain range in Yellowstone National Park,
and draining an area of about 70,000 square miles.
Essentially
al 1
of the mountainous drainage area in the Fort Peck to Garrison
incremental area is within the Yellowstone Basin.
Streams tributary
to the Yellowstone are of major importance, with regard to both
contributing
drainage area and water supply within the upper Missouri
The other major Missouri River tributary
in this area is the
Basin.
Little
Missouri River with a drainage basin consisting
of about 9,500
square miles entirely
in the plains region of the basin.
In the reach
between Garrison Dam and the Oahe Reservoir,
the major tributaries
are
the Knife and the Heart Rivers which flow into the Missouri River from
the west and have drainage areas of 2,300 and 3,400 square miles
respectively.
The drainage area between Fort Peck Dam and Bismarck,
North Dakota, is well defined except for portions of North Dakota,
and northeastern
Montana, north and east of the Missouri River, where
numerous depressions and potholes occur.
II-2

,

T’ne most prominent feature of the drainage pattern in
2-7.
this are3 is that every major tributary
(except the Milk River) is
This
a right bank tributary
and flows in a north to east direction.
direction
of flow is of particular
importance from the standpoint of
flow contribution
from storms that typically
move in an easterly
Additionally,
it becomes importvlt
at the time of snowmelt
direction.
and ice breakup in the spring since normal temperatures
at that time
in the headwaters regions are significantly
higner than at the tributary
mouths, resulting
in an aggravation
to ice jamming near their mouths
during the ice break-up period.
The total fall of the Missouri River from
Stream Slopes.
2-s.
Fort Peck Dam to Garrison Dam is approximately
365 feet and averages
Slopes of
about 0.35 foot per mile along the thalweg of the stream.
the Yellowstone River and its tributaries
in the headwaters area are
X 1 tributary
very steep, ranqing up to several hundred feet per mile.
slopes progressively
flatten
as they approach their confluence with
Exceptionally
flat
is the Milk River througil
its
the Missouri River.
lotier reaches where a slope of less than 3.5 feet per mile exists.
:iost other major tribut3ry
streams have slopes ranging upward from
steeper than the Missouri River
5 feet per mile, significantly
throughout
11-i).

their

length.

Climatology

The climate of the Missouri River drainage basin
2-3.
General.
above Garrison Dam is preponderantly
semiarid,
except for small humid
The climate of
areas in the mountains along the Continental
Divide.
tile basin is influenced
by the barrier
effect
of the mountain
ranges to the west and south of the Upper Missouri River basin;
the differences
in elevations;
the interior
location on
the latitude;
and the movement of air masses
the American continent;
and storms.
These factors result in 13rge variations
in annual 3nd
daily temperatures and relatively
low amounts of precipitation
within
the basin.

Principal
mois ture-bearins
air
2- 10. Annual Precipitation.
masses ayroiyh
the upper Missouri River drainage basin from tile
of their
moisture
is lost as
Pacific Coast, however, a 13rge portion
precipitation
in crossing
the more western mountain ranges of the
Crossing the main range of tne Northern Rockies results
continent.
in furtiler
uplift
+rt
ot‘ Montana.

of the air masses and precipitation
over the western
Tnese losses together
with Lie warmiq
ani dryin:
of
ttie air daring its descent over tile eastern slope of the mountains
largely
3ccount for the small amount of precipitation
in the areas
of lokicr elevation
of the incremental
drainage basin between Fort Peck
Dam and Garrison
Dam. In the mountainous
regions of the bnsin the
amount or‘ ;lrecipitation
tends to incrc3sc
Witi elcv3tion.
Tlere arc
also oro::rapilic
barriers
south anu southeast
of tile Yellowstone

basin which limit the amount of precipitable
moisture enterin:: the
basin from these directions.
Moisture-bearing
air must rise to at
least 8,000 feet to reach the :)ortion of the Yellowstone basin west
of the Absaroka Range. It must rise almost 7,000 feet to enter tile
Big Horn basin and about 3,500 feet to reach the lower Yellowstone
varies
basin in southeastern Montana. ‘Werage annu31 precipitation
Annual precipitation
in tne plains are3
widely throughout the basin.
vciries from less than 6 incnes in the upper Dig Horn Basin to about
16 inches 3t the lower end of the basin near the Garrison Dam. The
me3n annual precipitation
increases to about 26 inches in the vicinity
of Yellowstone Park and to more than 40 inches in the high mountainous
‘l’he pattern of average 3nnual precipitation
throuc.lout the
areas.
including
the
increment31
drainage
area
emphasized
Missouri Basin,
plate in the blaster
in this Manual, is presented oil an 3ppropriate
Manual.
Approximately
70 ijercent of the
Seasonal Precipitation.
.‘-11.
precipitation upon
the incremental plains drainage area
to&yearlybetween Fort Peck and Garrison Dams occurs daring the months of APril
throusn September. Most of tile s@ng and summer rainfa11 occurs in
frequent showers or thunderstorms,
however, steady rains lasting for
Excessive rainfa11 is
several I1ours or days may occasionally
occur.
clnusu31 in the drainage basin 3bove Garrison Dam. May 3nd June 3re
normally the wettest months in the Missouri River basin in Montana
Dakota.
and Wyoming with May, June and July the wettast in North
Winter precipitation
over the plains is generally
light and falls as snow
In the mountainous portions of the basin precipitation
is more evenly
Large amounts of winter precipitation
distributed
throughout the year.
in the form of snow frequently
occur at the higher elevations.
Normal annual snowfall varies from less than 20 inches over
Z-12.
Over
portions of the plains area to over 200 inches in mountain regions.
the pl3ins area snow does not usually progressively
accumulate througil
the winter season but is melted by intermittent
thaws. tfowever, there
have been notable exceptions when snow accumulations containing as much
3s 6 inches or more of water equivalent
have blanketed large are3s of the
plains prior to a significant
melt period.
Mountain areas usually
progressively
3ccumulate snow through the winter and early spring
season, up to a maximum accumulation in April or early Nay with a water
content ranging upward to 24 inches or more at tne higher elevations.
2-13.
Temperatures.
Resulting from its mid-continent
loc3tion,
tile plains are3 in this region experiences temperatures noted for
fluctuations
and extremes.
Lxtrcme recorded temperatures have varied
from -65 degrees F to almost 120 degrees 1.. \Jinters are long 3nd cold;
however, cold temperatures may be frequently
interrupted
during periods
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of downslope or “chinook” winds when mild temperatures (for the season)
prevai 1. Summers are normally relatively
mild,
particularly
in higher
but may be interrupted
by short periods of extremely warm
elevations,
temperatures over all of the plains area.
2-14.
Evaporation.
Annual evaporation from the surface of the
Garrison Reservoir is normally slightly
less than three feet.
Studies
made by the Reservoir Control Center conclude that the average net
evaporation
(evaporation
adjusted for precipitation
on the reservoir
surface, runoff that would have occurred from land area now inundated
and the original
channel surface area now inundated by the reservoir)
amounts to about 20 inches annually.
Due to seasonal precipitation
patterns and to the la g in normal lake surface temperatures from
corresponding air temperatures,
ne3rly 311 of the annual net evaporation
from the Garrison Reservoir can be expected to occur during the five-month
period, August through December.
2- 15. Storm Potentialities.
The source of moisture for all major
storms in the high plains region of tile Missouri Basin is the Gulf of
Based on available moisture alone, major storms would be most
Mexico.
probable in late July or early August, since it is at this time that
normal and maximum recorded air mass moisture is 3t its highest.
However, major storms result almost exclusively
from conditions
3ccompanying frontal
systems, and since frontal
passages are more
numerous and more severe in Flay and June than later in tne year, major
storms occur more frequently
in late spring and early summer than at
the time of maximum moisture charges.
Major storms alone do not provide
a complete index to the probability
of large amounts of runoff within
the region.
A sequence of minor storms may saturate the soil and subsequently contribute
much larger volumes to streamflow than would be
the c3se if dry conditions prevailed prior to the runoff producing events.
During winter months continued minor storms nre the rule, producing
snow accumul3tions over the mountains and portions of the plains area.
Usually the highest annual flows experienced in the region result from
melt of these snow accumulations.
Severe flooding due to an individual
major storm event will occasionally
occur over portions of the basin.
II-C.

Runoff ---.-

2-10.
Streamflow Records. With the exception of 3 few stations,
records of runoff from tile incremental area considered in this manual
exist only from the early 1930’s to date.
The main exception is a record
near the mouth of the Yellowstone River extendin? back 3lmost to the turn
of the century.
‘\.s discussed in the Master Manua1, planning or‘ the
main stem reservoir
system made it desirable to extend Missouri River
streamflow records to tne extent practicable.
From tne studies carried
on at the time, bawd on main stem stages and the discharge records
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records of monthly increment31 flows between the Fort Peck
available,
and Garrison Darn sites were developed for an extended period and are now
Daily flows at many locations within the
available
from 1898 to date.
incremental
area are 3vailable
for varying periods of time since 1930.
Inasmuch 3s water use for all purposes has expanded significantly
since
settlement of the region began, it is necessary to adjust main stem
incremental inflow records to a common level of water resource development in order that flow data are directly
comparable from year to year.
The total flows originating
in the Fort Peck to Garrison reach have
been adjusted to the 1949 level of water resource development, with
such adjustment being a continuing process as further data are accumulated.
Wile any development level would have been satisfactory,
the 1349 level,
prior to recent accelerated resource development, was selected.
The mountainous drainage area of the
2-17. Sources of Runoff.
Yellowstone River is normally the major runoff source in the incremental
drainage area between Fort Peck and Garrison Dams. However, on occasion
rainfall
or a particularly
large winter snow accumulation will result in
Norma1
a very substantial
runoff contribution
from the plains area.
contributions
to runoff from various drainage basins through this region
are given in Table 1. tieneralized estimates of mean annual runoff throughout the Missouri Basin are presetned on a plate in the Master Manual.
Runoff from the Missouri River
Seasonal Runoff Pattern.
2-1s.
drainace basin between Fort Peck and Garrison Dams usually follows a
characteristic
seasonal pattern as follows:
by frozen streams, progressive
a. Winter is characterized
accumulation of snow in the mountain are3s and intermittent
snowfall
and tnaws in the plains area where the season usually ends with a
low water content and a considerable
“Spotty” snow cover of relatively
Runoff during
amount of water in ice storage in the stream channels.
this period, which usually extends from late November into March, is
quite low.
b. Early spring is marked by a rapid melting of snow an3 ice,
usually in March or April,
in the plains areii as temperatures rise
rapidly,
accompanied usually by very little
rainfall.
This causes 3
characteristic
early si)ring ice breakup and rise.
Due to the tendency
to the south and west, and
of temperatures to rise above freezing first
tne northerly
or easterly course of the tributaries
through this region,
ice j3ms 3re frequently
experienced on the lower Yellowstone River and
alonq other tributary
streams during this Feriod.
The r3pid release
of water from melting: snow and ice jams results in 3 flashy March”
rise in flow.
Peak stages and flows usu3lly occur at this time along
lower Yellowstone River tributaries
and other
streams tributary
to the
Missouri River through the region.
On tributary
streams Other than
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TABLE 1
NORMALANNUALRUNOFF, MISSOURI RIVER BASIN
BETWEENFORT PECK DAM AND BISMARCK, NORTH
DAKOTA
Contributing
Area

--

MilkRiver
Nashua

Drainage,
---sq mi
22,332

512

2,623
11,735
48,253
G9,103
3,172
36,458
20,550

2,263
5,061
8,353
9,520
2,793
3 292
1:107

8,310

438

0.33

Knife River
Hazen

2,240

131

1.10

Heart River
Mandan

3,310

lS6

1.35

57,500
181,400
12.3,300

7 ) 343
lSJ27
11) 18-l

2.39
1 9’
1:6;

714

0.57

Yellowstone River
Corwin Springs
Billings
MilesCity
Sidney
Corwin Springs-Billings
Billings-Miles
City
Miles City-Sidney
Little
Missouri
Watford City

River

Missouri River)
Fort Peck Dam
Garrison
Fort Peck-Garrison
Local Drainage
Fort Peck-Garrison(3)

23,355

(l) Based on available record at each
(2) Missouri River runoff at the 1949
(3) Incremental drainage area between
Milk R. at Nashua, Yellowstone R.
at Watford City.

0.43
16.18
s *OS
3.25
2.58
5.72
1.69
1.05

location.
level of water resource development.
Fort Peck and Garrison Dams less
at Sidney and Little Missouri R.
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--

Average Annual Runoff(l)
Inches
1,000 AF
---

the Yellowstone River a major portion of annual runoff frequently
occurs
Snow melt in the mountains also usually begins in
during this period.
this period but contributes
little
to runoff until later in the year.
Late spring, consists generally of the months of May, June anti
At this time extensive general rains may occasionally
occur,
July.
Plains area runoff is
sometimes accompanied by severe local rainstorms.
This is the season of rapid
usually quite low unless these rains occur.
melting of the mountain snow accumulations and results in the highest
flows of the year over headwater’s tributaries
of the Yellowstone River.
Since this headwater area is normaily tile major contributing
area to the
Fort Peck-Garrison reach of the Missouri River, incremental
flow volume
during this period normally exceeds that occurring during any other
Occasionally,
runoff from severe rainstorms
ileriod of the year.
synchronizes with the high runoff from mountain snowmelt and general
rainfall
during this period.
early

C.

by diminishing
d. Summer and autumn are generally characterized
fairly
frequent widely scattered intense local rainzenera rainfall,
Flow in all streams originating
s terms , and occasional severe storms.
in the Fort Peck to Garrison drainage area is usually quite low from
late July through the remainder of this period.
However, occasionally
an intense local storm will result in significant
runoff amounts.
Total unregulated Missouri River runoff originating
above the
2-19.
Garrison damsite usually follows a definite
and characteristic
annual
pattern as influenced by the factors described in the preceding
paragraph and as illustrated
on Plate 3. Normal monthly runoff shows
a general increase from January through June and then decreases through
in maximum and minimum
December. As would be expected, the variations
monthly runoff amounts that have been observed generally follow the
trend established
by normal monthly amounts as shown on this plate.
Monthly runoff distribution
from the Fort Peck-Garrison incremental
area is also shown on Plate 3. A pattern very similar to the total
Garrison drainage area pattern is evident.
The effects of reservoir
regulation
on these patterns is discussed in Section X.
Regulation provided by the Fort Peck and Garrison
2- 20. Floods.
reservoir
storage, has
project s, augmented by upstream tributary
flooding along the portion of the Missouri River
virtual ly eliminated
extendi ng from Fort Peck Dam to the mouth of the Yellowstone River and
the par tion extending from Garrison Dam to the headwaters of the Oahe
reservo ir below Bismarck, North Dakota. :4any instances of above bankfull fl ows were experienced through these reaches prior to construction
of the main stem projects and would be continuing
if the projects were
not in operation.
All floods experienced in this portion of the Missou ri
River e xccpt one have occurred in the hIarch-July season with snowmelt aS
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an important flood component. The one exception occurred in September
1923 when a large rainstorm over portions
of southern Montana and
northern Wyoming resulted in an October flood on the Missouri River.
The Master Manual contains relatively
detailed descriptions
2-21.
of several of the experienced Missouri River floods, including data that
is pertinent
to the incremental reach described in this Garrison Manual.
Since there is little
additional
data beyond that given in the Master
Manual for several of these floods, they will not be discussed further
in this manual. Paragraphs that follow present a more detailed description
of large flows that have originated
in the Fort Peck to Garrison reach of
the river as illustrative
of events that could utilize
storage space
allocated
for flood control in the Garrison Reservoir.
Of necessity,
the descriptions
are limited to rather recent events for which stream
flow data are available.
2-22.
Flood of 1923. From Plate 3 it may be noted that the volume
of runoff originating
between Fort Peck and Garrison dams during October
1923 was almost four times the volume that normally occurs during October
and that the maximum runoff recorded for each month, October through
December, from this reach occurred in 1923. This much above normal
runoff for this season of the year was caused almost entirely
from
direct runoff and residual flows of an unusually late September rainstorm
centered over the Big Horn mountains in southern Montana and northern
Wyoming. A crest flow of 134,000 cfs occurred near the mouth of the
Yellowstone River while tributary
locations in the Yellowstone Basin
established
record high discharges that have not been exceeded to the
present time.
This flood illustrates
that, although large amounts of
runoff from the Yellowstone River will usually occur during the >!archJuly f loo3 season, unusual rain storms with large amounts of runoff can
occur during seasons when runoff and flows are normally near seasonal
lows.
occurred over
2-23.
Floods of 1943. Above normal precipitation
the Fort Peck to Bismarck drainage area during the 1942-1943 winter
season, augmented by a heavy four-day snow storm in the middle of March
over the plains portion of this area in eastern Montana and western
North Dakota. Snow accumulations at winter’s
end over both the plains
and mountain portions
of the drainage area were well above normal.
High temperatures during late March and early April resulted in rapid
melt of the plain’s
snow over ice-sheathed
and frozen ground.
Sharp
increases in plains-area
tributary
flows were augmented by the formation
of ice jams on these streams and the subsequent progressive releases of
impounded water.
A crest flow of 132,000 cfs, almost 50,000 cfs greater
than the corresponding mean daily flow, was observed on the Yellowstone
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River at Sidney.
Maximum mean daily flows were 17,300 cfs on the Milk
River at Nashua and 25,000 cfs on the Little
Missouri River at Natford
Iblany of the minor tributaries
in this region such as the Poplar
City.
- River also recorded unusually large crest flows at the time of the
It is estimated that if the main stem reservoir
plains’ snow melt.
system had been in operation at the time, crest inflows to Lake
Runoff originating
between
Sakakawea would have exceeded 200,000 cfs.
Fort Peck and Garrison Dams during the February-April
period was about
5.4 million acre-feet,
more than twice that usually occurring.
Below
Garrison Dam the Knife River at Hazen had a crest discharge of 26,500
cfs, although mean daily flows were no higher than 11,000 cfs.
2-24. The melt of the mountain snow cover in 1943 coincided with
general moderate rains over the incremental drainage area between Fort
Peck and Garrison Dams. Crest flows on contributing
streams were not
exceptionally
large with a maximum mean daily flow of 83,600 cfs at
Sidney in late June. However, the volume of runoff during June and
July from this incremental area approached 7 million acre-feet,
almost
Annual runoff during lY43
one-half again as much as normally occurs.
from this reach totaled 16.4 million
acre-feet,
this being only 0.2
million acre-feet
less than the maximum recorded during the 18Y8- 1975
period of record. The 1943 March-July flood season runoff from the
incremental area was the greatest of record.
2-25.
Flood of 1950. Flood events during the early spring plains
snowmelt period of 1950 were particularly
severe over tne incremental
drainage area extending from Garrison Dam to the headwaters of the Oahe
Snowfall had progressively
accumulated through the preceding
Reservoir.
winter season which was much colder than normal with well above normal
Significant
melt in this drainage area did not occur
precipitation.
until mid-April
at which time severe tributary
flooding occurred.
A
maximum mean daily flow of 22,000 cfs occurred on the knife River at
Hazen while the Heart River at Mandan experienced its maximum-of-record
crest flow of 30,500 cfs and a corresponding mean daily flow of 28,400
If a similar
flood were to occur with the Garrison project in
cfs.
operation,
and if the ice-cover in the vicinity
of Bismarck continued
in place through the flood period, damaging stages could be expected
in this reach due to inflows from the tributaries
below Garrison Dam.
2-26.
Flood of 1952. The most severe early spring snowmelt flood
recorded in the upper Missouri Basin occurred in April 1352. April
runoff from the incremental drainage area defined by Fort Peck and
Garrison dams totaled 4.9 million
acre-feet,
exceeding the annual flood
control storage space provided in the Garrison Reservoir by about 0.6
million
acre-feet.
This monthly runoff volume has been exceeded only
once during the available
record period, that occurring in June 19c)Y
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when a volume of 5.1 million
acre-feet
originated
from this incremental
Causes
of
this
flood
were
a
wet
fall
during
1951, well above
area.
normal precipitation
over the plains area during the 1951-1952 winter
period, formation of- a significant
ice-layer
over frozen ground during
early portions of the winter period and colder than normal temperatures
in a progressive
accumulation of
during the winter season, resulting
snow over the drainage area. Warm temperatures in late March and early
April resulted in rapid melt of the snow cover and extremely large
Recorded crest flows were as follow:
tributary
flows.
Milk River, Nashua
Poplar River, Poplar
Yellowstone River, Sidney
Little
Missouri River, Watford City
Knife River, Hazen
Heart River, Mandan

45,300
27,800
138,000
42,200
20,200
30,000

cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs

The Garrison project was not in operation at the time of
2-27.
this flood and a crest discharge of 348,000 cfs was observed at the
One day later the crest occurred at Bismarck when a peak flow
damsite.
of 500,000 cfs, 152,000 cfs greater than the Garrison peak, occurred.
that most of this increase in
However, analysis of the event indicates
peak flows resulted from the severe ice-jamming action occurring along
the Missouri River at the time.
If a similar flood were to occur at
the present time the Garrison Reservoir would act as a trap for upstream
ice and a Bismarck crest flow about 25,000 cfs greater than the coincident
mean daily releases from Garrison would appear likely.
Flood of 1967. Runoff during June and July 1967 from the
2-28.
Fort Peck-Garrison reach had the greatest two-month volume (7.416 million
acre-feet)
since emphasis on obtaining streamflow data began in about
1930. Mountain snow accumulations immediately prior to the snowmelt
period were the largest of record at several locations
in the upper
Yellowstone Basin.
Unusually heavy rains coincided with the melt of
this mountain snow. While crest flows along the Yellows tone River were
not unusually high (due partially
to the reservoir
control provided on
the tributary
Bi g Horn River) flood season volumes were exceptionally
The observed two month volume at Sidney was 6.4 million acre-feet.
large.
Regulation of this flood by the Garrison project is discussed in Section X.
2-29.
Flood of 1972. Runoff from the Fort Peck to Garrison
drainage area in March 1972 totaled 3.6 million
acre-feet,
the greatest
for March since records began in 1898. For the early spring plains
snowmel t period, extending from February through April,
the monthly
runoff occurring in 1972 was exceeded only during the unprecedented
1952 flood occurrence.
Warm temperatures in early March melted a large
accumulation of snow over western North Dakota rind southeastern Montana,
resulting
in considerable
tributary
flooding in this region.
Observed
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crest

flows were as follow:
Milk River, Nashua
Yellowstone River, Sidney
Little
Missouri River, Watford City
Knife River, Hazen
tieart River, Mandan

Regulation

of this

flood

is discussed

in Section

6,003
52,000
52,300
19,000
3,500

cfs
cfs

cfs
cfs
cfs

X.

Flood of 1975. Runoff during the months of May, June
2-30.
drainage area
and July 197.5 from the Fort Peck-Garrison incremental
totaled 9.6 million
acre-feet,
with this three month volume being
exceeded only once since records began in 1598. Available data
indicate that during the same three months in 1909 runoff from this
acre-feet
more than occurred in 1975.
area was about 0.2 million
However, the 1975 flood season runoff was the largest ever observed
for the total drainage area above Garrison Dam (including
tile area
controlled
by Fort Peck Dam) . Total May-July runoff above Garrison
Dam amounted to 18.1 million
acre-feet,
2.5 million
acre-feet
more
than has occurred during any corresponding period since records
began in 18Yd.
The extremely large amounts of runoff occurring in 1975
2-31.
resulted primarily
from excess precipitation
over the upper Missouri
Prior to March 1975 water content
Basin during the March-July period.
of the basin’s mountain snow cover was less than usually observed.
flowever, by the time that significant
melt from this region occurred,
maximum of record amounts of snow water content were being reported at
Unusually heavy precipitation
over the plains area
several locations.
through the flood period contributed
directly
to streamflow.
The
flood season was climaxed by an extremely heavy rainstorm after midJune centered to the east of the continental
divide in Montana. This
Average
rainstorm had a center with a rainfall
depth of over 15 inches.
rainfall
depths of 10 inches covered a 2,500 square mile area while
a 10,000 square mile area had average rainfall
exceeding 6 inches.
Tributary
streamflow in the Fort Peck-Garrison reach of the basin was
It was an extended
not characterized
by particularly
high crest flows.
period of moderately large flows that resulted in the unusually large
flood.
Regulation of the runoff is discussed in the Master Manual
and Section X of this manual.
Effects of Garrison Project on Flood Inflows.
Studies
2-32.
conducted by the Reservoir Control Center indicate that operation of
the Garrison project
in conjunction
with other upstream reservoir
projects would virtually
eliminate significant
flood damages in the
reach extending from Garrison Dam to the Oahe Reservoir if any past
floods of record were to recur.
Further discussion of regulation
effects
on flood inflows is given in Section X of this manual, Examples
or Regulation.
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2-33. Water Travel Time to the Garrison Reservoir.
The Master
Manual contains plates from which estimates of water travel time
throughout the Missouri Basin can be obtained.
Table 2 presents the
approximate time involved for changes in flow at upstream locations
in the Fort Peck-Garrison drainage area to be reflected
in Garrison
Reservoir inflows.
TABLE 2
WATERTRAVEL TIME ‘TO THE GARRISONRESERVOIR
Stream

Location

missouri

River

Milk River
Yellowstone

Little

River

Missouri

River

Approx.

Travel

Fort Peck Dam
Wolf Point
Culbertson

4
3
2

Vandalia
Nashua

6
4

Corwin Springs
Livingston
Billings
Dam
Yellowtail
Miles City
Sidney

7
6
5
5
3
1

Marmarth
Watford City

3
1

Time in Days

2-34. Water Qua1ity . The Fort Peck to Garrison drainage area
is relatively
thinly populated with no large concentration
of industry.
The quality of water originating
in this area is generally considered
flows originating
in
to be good. With the exception of tributary
western North Dakota and adjacent areas in Montana and Wyoming, total
dissolved solids are generaily less than 500 milligrams
per liter.
fiowever, waters of the little
Missouri River are in the 1,000 to 2,000
milligrams
per liter
range, due to the soluble salts contained in the
readily erodible soils.
Some pollution
problems exist below cities
due to inadequate treatment of municipal and industrial
organic wastes.
Irrigation,
feedlots,
overgrazing of range land and new industrial
development also contribute
to stream pollution.
The main stem
reservoirs,
including
the Garrison Reservoir,
have a very stabilizing
effect upon water quality parameters.
2-35.
Sediment.
Although the Missouri River has long been known
as “Big Muddy”, the proportion
of sediment to total flow is only
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The characteristic
turbid appearance of the flow is due to
moderate.
the high proportion
of clay in the transported
sediment.
Approximately
1.5 million
tons of sediment are contributed
from the Milk River
annual 1y . Correspondin g volumes are 21.0 million
tons from the
Yellowstone River, 5.8 million
tons from the Little
Missouri River,
0.2 million tons from the Knife River while the Heart River produces
1.0 million
tons.
Some of this tributary
sediment is now trapped in
tributary
reservoir
projects with most of the remainder trapped in the
Garrison Reservoir.
Average annual sediment inflow to this reservoir
is estimated to be 38,100 acre-feet.
Releases from Garrison Dam are
clear; however, they immediately begin picking up sediment in the channel
degradation process.
Since the only source of fine sediments is caving
river banks or tributary
inflow,
the river remains relatively
clear
through the reach extending to the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir.
II-D.

Missouri

River Channel Below Garrison

Dam

General.
The physical characteristics
of the Missouri
2-36.
River channel below Garrison Dam constrain releases made from the
Release scheduling must consider these constraints
which
project.
are determined by channel dimensions, the degree of encroachment on
the flood plain and the type of flood plain development involved.
Plates 4 to 9 present pertinent
details of the channel and adjoining
features extending from Garrison Dam to the headwaters of Lake Oahe.
Recording gages designed to provide stage records through this reach
of the Missouri have been established
as shown on Table 3. Stages
observed at each gage during 1975 when flows through this reach were
in the 65,000 cfs range are given on the table for comparative purposes.
TABLE 3
MISSOURI RIVER STAGE RECORDERS,
GARRISONDAM To LAKE OAHE
Gage

1960 River Mile
1389.9
13S1.4
1372.6
1362.6
135s. 1
1338.0
1314.2

Garrison Tailwater
Stanton (MO. River Below Garr. Dam)
Ft. Clark (Mo. River near Stanton)
Hensler
Washburn
Price
Bismarck
1! Crest stage associated

with release

1975 Crest StageLI
1680.9
1676.3 (Old Gage Lot)
1671.4 (Est .)
1664.8
1659.5
1647.5
1632.6

of 6SJOO cfs from Garrison.
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Real estate has been acquired as a part of the Oahe project
2-37.
below river mile 1303.4, leaving a reach of 86.5 river miles extending
Problems
below Garrison Dam that can be affected by Garrison releases.
associated with high river stages through this reach have mostly been
confined from the Bismarck area downstream to the headwaters of Lake
Oahe. The river valley immediately above the Oahe project taking line
is known as the Sibley Island area within which low land flooding has
been experienced during Garrison operations at the time that an ice
cover has formed through the reach.
Aggradation has been occurring in the headwaters region of
2-38.
Lake Oahe and is expected to influence stages along the river below
At river mile 1303.4 (the upper limit of the Oahe taking
Bismarck.
line), with an Oahe Reservoir level in the exclusive flood control
operating range of elevations
1617 to 1620, flows of 60,000 cfs and
120,000 cfs resulted in respective
river elevations
estimated as
By 1993 (25 years after
initial
1624.2 and 1628.7 prior to aggradation.
fill
of Oahe) aggradation in this reach is expected to raise river
stages about one foot for similar flows and Oahe Reservoir levels.
This aggradation effect diminishes in an upstream direction
and is
expected to be insignificant
at the Bismarck gage, mile 1314.5.
2-39.
Channel Description.
The Missouri River in the reach from
Garrison Dam to the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir is ail alluvial
stream contained in a relatively
wide valley.
An average channel of
about 1,000 feet in width meanders through numerous sand bars and
sloping sand banks between near-veritcal
loam banks deposited by
Erosion of these vertical
banks is quite
previous flood flows.
common as a result of the meander process.
In recent years bank
stabilization
has been accomplished in several areas and the river
has been partially
confined, particularly
in the Bismarck, North
Dakota area downstream from Garrison Dam.
Channel Deterioration.
2-40.
Typical of experience following
construction
of a dam, it appears that there has been a deterioration
in the flood-carrying
capacity of the *Missouri River channel below
Garrison Dam, in addition to the Oahe aggradation effects discussed
in paragraph 2-38. This deterioration
is partially
due to the absence
of flood flows, with their scouring effects,
since dam construction.
Channel encroachment, encouraged by the control afforded by the
Garrison Reservoir,
and bank stabilization
measures also are believed
to contribute
to this loss of capacity.
Deterioration
is evident at
damage center below Garrison Dam. At the
Bismark, N.D., the principal
time the dam was constructed
a stage of 13 feet was approximately
equivalent
to an open water flow of 90,000 cfs.
However, in 1975,
after 22 years of project operation,
flows of 50,000 cfs resulted in
a similar stage.
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Flood Plain Encroachment.
2-41.
Construction
of the main stem
reservoirs
has encouraged encroachment upon the flood plain adjacent
to the Missouri River channel.
Adverse effects to extensive new
developments in the vicinity
of Bismarck begins at river levels as
much as 6 feet lower than the long-established
flood stage in the
vicinity.
A similar problem exists with the irrigation
intake facilities
adjacent to the channel throughout the reach of the river from
Garrison to Bismarck.
These facilities
are usually designed to function
at a near constant river stage, and complaints have been made relative
to both low and high releases, as well as to release changes. Other
water intakes serving power plants and municipalities
in the reach
must also receive consideration
during the regulation
process.
This
change in land use along the river was instrumental
in the decision
by the National Weather Service to lower flood stage at Bismarck from
the long-established
level of 19 feet to 16 feet in 1976.
2-42.
River Ice.
The Missouri River and its tributaries
in
the increrrrental drainage basin between Fort Peck Dam and Bismarck,
North Dakota are at least partially
ice covered for several months
of the year.
The period usually extends from late November to late
March or early April.
Ice thickness on the Garrison Reservoir has
reached 41 inches and on the streams in the Garrison drainage basin a
thickness in excess of 36 inches has occurred.
An ice cover has formed
on the reservoir
as early as November 23 and remained until as late
as May 8,
Construction
of Garrison Dam has materially
altered the
2-43.
ice experience along the Missouri River below the dam from that
occurring prior to the project.
Immediately below the dam a complete
ice cover is now seldom experienced.
‘Ihe extent of open water in this
reach during the winter period is primarily
dependent upon air
temperatures and releee
water temperatures.
In recent years there
has usually been at least seven miles of open water downstream from
the project,
although this may be materially
reduced during extremely
cold temperature periods.
Formation of an ice cover in the entire
reach below Garrison Dam has also been materially
delayed from preproject expectations.
Release water temperatures during the normal
ice formation period are significantly
higher than previously
experienced
river water temperatures.
This tends to maintain the Missouri River
in a relatively
ice-free
condition well beyond the time that contributing
tributaries
are frozen.
Regulation of the Garrison project also influences
the
2-44.
downstream ice break-up.
Ice loss on the downstream river now results
almost entirely
from wlting,
with this melt progressing downstream
from Garrison Dam. This contrasts with the pre-project
mechanical
breakup of the Missouri River ice by the higher flows from earlier
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breakup an the northward flowing tributaries.
The Garrison Reservoir
also acts as a trap to ice contributed
from the upstream river and
Experience to date has also indicated that, in combination
tributaries.
from tributary
with the effects of Garrison releases, ice contributions
streams between Garrison Dam and Lake O&e, do not normally present a
significant
threat for ice jamming along the main stem channel.
Consequently ice jams in the Missouri giver reach below Garrison Dam
are no longer the major concern they were prior to project construction.
The main damage center along the Missouri
2-45.
Channel Capacity.
River in the reach immediately below Garrison Dam is Bismarck, the
If Bismarck stages are not allowed to
capital city of North Dakota.
rise significantly
above 13 feet, few complaints relating
to high
Garrison releases can be expected.
As noted earlier
in the manual,
this stage presently
indicates
an open water flow of about 50,000 cfs,
although 20 years ago open water flows of 90,000 cfs resulted in a
Further channel deterioration
is a distinct
stage of this magnitude.
During periods of ice cover in the Bismarck vicinity,
possibility.
flows resulting
in a stage of 13 feet will vary.
At the time an initial
ice cover forms a stage of 13 feet is reached at a flow of about 20,000
As the ice cover remains in place a gradual adjustment occurs
cfs.
and increasing
flows can be accommodated with a 13.foot stage.
The
adjustment is due primarily
to the gradual smoothing out of the ice
cover under surface and the bed of the river.
After about one month of
continuing ice cover the discharge capacity of the channel can be
expected to almost double, allowing Garrison releases in the 35,000
to 40,000 cfs range without materially
exceeding a target stage of
13 feet at Bismarck, provided significant
inflows are not occurring
to the reach.
Relationship.
‘Ihe relationship
between
2-46. Stage-Discharge
river stages and corresponding discharges on the Missouri River below
Garrison Dam are illustrated
by the rating curves for the river at
Bismarck, North Dakota, shown on Plate 10. The current open water
curve indicates
that, if an ice cover is not present, a change in
river flow of about 5,000 cfs will result in a corresponding stage
change of one foot when stages are near the maximum non-damaging
level of 13 feet.
If an ice-cover is present, the stage-discharge
relationship
is warped materially.
Due to continuing adjustments
after an ice cover first
forms there is no single rating curve
applicable
for ice conditions
at Bismarck.
However, in general an
ice-covered change in stage of one foot approximates a discharge change
of about 3,000 cfs at Bismarck when stages are near the level of 13
The pre-project
rating curve for Bismarck is shown on Plate 10
feet.
for comparison.
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2-47.
Travel Time from Garrison Dam. The effects of Garrison
release changes generally travel downstream at a rate of about three
river miles per hour if an ice cover is not present.
As a consequence,
any change in an average release rate on one day is usually reflected
by a changed Bismarck stage on the following
day, provided there is
An ice cover
not a significant
ice cover upstream from Bismarck.
over most of the reach has the effect of slowing travel times to
such an extent that two days may be required
before the effects of
release modifications
become apparent on the Bismarck gage. Plate 11
relates water travel time to specific
locations in the reach extending
from Garrison Dam to the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir.
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SECTION III
WATERRESOURCEDEVELOPMENT
III-A

General

History. Due to the generally arid climate as well as the
3-l.
lack of transportation
facilities,
development of water resources in
that portion of the Missouri Basin extending from Fort Peck Dam
downstream to the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir began soon after
settlement by the white man in the early 1800%.
Initial
development
was concerned with navigation,
as a means of transportation
in the
region, and irrigation.
In later years, as population increased, the
development of hydroelectric
power facilities,
generally
in connection
with irrigation
projects , received emphasis.
Control of floods became
a major concern in the 1940’s and in recent years municipal and
industrial
water supply, recreation,
water quality enhancement and fish
and wildlife
have been major objectives
of water resource development.
All of these developments have used and affected the availability
of
water to a varying degree.
3-2. -_I__
Legislation . Federal legislation
pertinent
to water
resource development throughout the Missouri Basin is summarized in
the Master Manual. As indicated in that publication,
the Flood Control
Act of 1944 is of primary importance through this portion of the basin.
This act authorized the construction
of Garrison Dam, as well as the
other main stem project and many tributary
projects,
and emphasized the
multiple-purpose
aspects of water resource development.
3-3.
Reservoirs.
The most important water resource development
in this section of tile Missouri Basin has been construction
of dams and
development of the associated reservoirs.
In addition to the Garrison
Reservoir and the associated Lake Audubon, a number of tributary
reservoir projects have been constructed
in the incremental
drainage
area between Fort Peck Dam and the Oahe Reservoir.
While initially
these tributary
projects may have been constructed
for a single
purpose, they all now serve several functions - although service
to some functions may be incidental
to the primary purpose.
The U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation, the Montana State Water Conservation Board,
irrigation
districts,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and various private
organizations
have numerous reservoirs
in this incremental basin that
were constructed primarily
for irrigation
purposes.
Most of these
are located in the Yellowstone and Milk River basins.
The Yellowtail
and Boysen reservoirs
contain storage dedicated to flood control and
assist the main stem reservoirs
in controlling
Missouri River floods.
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Reservoirs in the incremental drainage basin having a usable storage
capability
of 5,000 acre-feet
or more are shown in Table 4 and on
Plate 2. Many additional
reservoirs
with a storage capacity of less
than 5,000 acre-feet
are used for irrigation
and other conservation
purposes and numerous small stock ponds have been constructed in the
arid regions of the incremental drainage basin.
The upstream tributary
reservoirs
stabilize
flows and affect
3-4.
the regulation
of the Garrison Project by usually reducing the crest inflows, providing significant
runoff contributing
to the crest flows
originates
above these reservoirs.
In certain instances a reservoir
may increase the size of the crest below the project over that which
would be observed naturally
either by the speed-up of travel time
through the length of the reservoir
or by delaying a portion of the
runoff from a subarea to more nearly coincide with the crest on the
main stream.
However, with the storage space provided and the large
number of reservoirs
tributary
to the main stem, the possibility
of
the aggregate effect increasing Missouri River crest flows is very
remote.
Tributary
projects in this region also store significant
volumes of flood season runoff and some contribute
inflows to the
Garrison Reservoir during subsequent low water periods.
I I I-B

Functional

Water Resource Development

Flood Control.
In addition to the flood control storage
3-s.
space provided in the Garrison project,
reservoir
storage space
allocated to this purpose has been provided in the Boysen and Yellowtail projects in the Yellowstone River Basin and in the Heart Butte
Reservoir on the Heart River.
Respective flood control storage
allocations
in these projects are 300,000 acre-feet,
509,000 acre-feet,
and 1SO,000 acre-feet.
While no additional
tributary
reservoir
storage
space is allocated to flood control,
regulation
for other purposes
frequently
provides flood reductions through the river reaches below
reservoir
projects . This is particularly
true for irrigation
storage
space provided in reservoirs
within the Yellowstone River basin.
Fill
of the storage space is accomplished at times flood inflows are occurring
and this storage often reduces downstream flooding.
3-6. The overall effect of upstream tributary
reservoir
operation
is generally beneficial
to Garrison operations.
Storage accumulated
during the flood season represents a volume of water that will not
appear as flood inflow to the Garrison Reservoir,
allowing the available
space in this project to be used for a firmer degree of control of the
total water supply.
In actual practice,
Garrison operations are geared
to recognize the vacant storage space available
in the major upstream
tributary
projects,
space that would be utilized
for storage of flood
inflows should they occur.
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TABLE 4
RESERVOIRSIN THE INCREMENTALDRAINAGE BASIN
BETWEENFORT PECK DAM AND THE OAHE RESERVOIRHEADWATERS
(Over 5,000 Acre-Feet Storage Capacity)

b-4
b-4
H

ta

Usable
Storage(l)
_Acre-Feet

Date
Completed-

Reservoir
__

Stream
--

--Basin

State

Anchor
Park
Boys en
Buffalo Bill
Bull Lake
Cooney

Owl Creek
E . Fork Goose Cr.
Bighorn R.
Shoshone R.
Bull Lake Cr.
Red Lodge Cr.

Bighorn R.
Tongue R.
Yellowstone R.
Bighorn R.
Wind R.
Clarks Fork

Wyoming
Wyoming
Wyoming
Wyoming
Wyoming
Montana

17,355
7,350
560,000
439,581
131,800
24,400

1961
1933
1952
1909
1936
1936

Frenchman
Fresno
Lake Adam
Lake De Smet

Frenchman Cr.
Milk R.
Sweetgrass Cr.
Piney Cr.

Milk R.
Milk R.
Yellowstone
Powder R.

Montana
Montana
Montana
Wyoming

7,010
127,200
5,720
2s,ooo

1952
1939
1912
1921

Lake Walvoord
Mystic Lake
Nelson
Pilot Butte
Ray Lake
Shoshone Lake
Tongue R.
Upper Sunshine

Sweetgrass Cr.
West Rosebud Cr.
Milk R.
Wind R.
Mi 11 Creek
N. Fk. Popo Agie
Tongue R.
Greybull R.

Yellowstone
Yellowstone
Milk R.
Yellowstone
Little
Wind
Wind R.
Yellowstone
Bighorn R.

Montana
Montana
blent ana
Wyoming
Wyoming
Wyoming
Montana
Wyoming

9,710
20,800
66,800
31,600
7,500
9,740
68,000
53,000

1912
192s
1922
1928
1906
1939
1939

Willow Creek
Yellowtail
Dickinson
Heart Butte

Lodgegrass Cr.
Bighorn R.
Heart R.
Heart R.

Bighorn R.
Yellowstone
Heart R.
Heart R.

23,000
872,000
SJOO
69,000

1942
1966
1950
1949

R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.

R.

Montana
Montana
North Dakota
North Dakota

(1)Storage available
for release below the maximum controllable
- Montana State Water Conservation Board
USBR - U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
USBIA - U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs
MPC - Montana Power Co,

Gwwcn

level.

Owner
OpeOfator(‘)
USBR
Park Reservoir Co.
USBR
USBR
USBR
Rock Cr. Water
Users Assn.
MWCB
USBR
Big Timber Land Co.
Estate L.Z.Leiter
Clearmont , Wyo.
Big Timber LandCo.
MPC
USBR
USBR
USBIA
State of Wyoming
MWCB
Greybull Valley
Irrig.
District
USBIA
USBR
USBR
USBR

projects that affect,
3-7. There are no local flood protection
Levees have been constructed
or are affected by, Garrison operations.
along the Missouri River adjacent to Williston,
North Dakota, in the
headwater’s region of the Garrison Reservoir.
These levees are
considered to be an integral
portion of the Garrison Project, provided
to permit normal operation of the project,
rather than a separate
protection
project .
The drainage area between Fort Peck Dam and
Irrigation.
3-8.
the Garrison Reservoir contains a total of about 1,377,OOO acres of
irrigated
land with approximately
1,147,000 irrigated
acres in the
Ye1 lowstone basin, 148,000 acres in the Milk River basin, 44,003 acres
in the Little
Missouri River basin and about 38,000 acres along the
main stem of the Missouri River and its minor tributaries
between
Fort Peck Dam and Williston,
North Dakota. About one-third
of all
cropland in this portion of the Missouri Basin is irrigated.
Irrigation
is the primary purpose of most major tributary
reservoirs
that have been constructed within the incremental
drainage area
discussed in this manual.
Irrigation
development between Garrison Dam and Bismarck
3-9.
includes the Fort Clark Unit of the North Dakota Pumping Division
developed by the Bureau of Reclamation and privately
owned irrigation
developments along the bottomlands of the Missouri River.
The Fort
Clark Unit is located near the town of Stanton in Oliver and Mercer
Facilities
of the unit provide full water supply for the
Counties.
irrigation
of 2,039 acres of land lying on two benches adjacent to the
The privately
owned irrigation
developments vary from
Missouri River.
30 acres to 1,500 acres in size and include a total of about 5,000
acres of irrigated
land supplied with water from the Missouri River
by individual
pumping units.
and Lewis and Clark Irrigation
Districts.
3-10. Buford-Trenton
Prior to development of the Garrison project there were two irrigation
districts
along- the Missouri River at- and inaediately
below the Since these would be in the
confluence of the Yellowstone River.
headwater area of the Garrison Reservoir, problems associated with
The downstream
continued operation of these districts
were anticipated.
located on the right bank of this river-,
Lewis and Clark District,
was purchased to form a portion of project
lands.
However, the Buford
Trenton District,
located on the left bank was at a higher elevation
and continued operation of at least a portion of this district
appeared
feasible through the early years of the Garrison project
life.
District
was developed by
3-11. The Buford Trenton Irrigation
the Bureau of Reclamation in the early 1940’s and is divided by bends
in the Missouri River into four areas.
Proceeding downstream these are
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called Zero, West, Middle and East Bottoms extending for about
35 miles along the Missouri River from immediately above the
Yellowstone River confluence
to near Williston,
North Dakota.
‘The project consisted of about 16,800 acres of which 10,000 were
‘The East Bottom was purchased by the Corps of Engineers
irrigable.
in 19S8 in recognition
of the probable flooding and ground water
problems that would occur when Lake Sakakawea reached normal
to about
operating leve Is, reducing the area of the District
10,100 acres of which 7,100 acres are irrigated.
‘The East Bottom
lands and the downstream Lewis and Clark Project lands were leased
to former owners for continued agricultural
use until these lands
were needed for project purposes.
3-12. Since the Garrison Reservoir first
approached no-1
operating levels in 1965, ground water problems in the remaining
portion of the Buford Trenton District
have been increasing.
These
problems include flooded basements, improper functioning
of drains,
and water logging of the irrigated
acreage.
Analysis of the Corps
of Engineers indicates that the problems are influenced by operation
of the Garrison project and result primarily
from sediment accumulations in the headwaters of the reservoir.
Resolution of the problem
would appear to require either purchase or a means of protection.
The Omaha District
has recently developed a protection
plan consisting
of blocks (levee structures)
across the main drains with pumps as well
as gated structures
to discharge interior
runoff and to lower ground
water levels.
However, these remedial measures have not yet been
undertaken.
Garrison Diversion Unit.
3-13.
The Garrison Diversion Unit is
now being developed by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and is expected
to eventually
irrigate
about one million acres of land, principally
in North Dakota and partly in South Dakota, and to make a water
supply available through a large area for fish and wildlife,
recreational,
municipal,
industrial,
and other incidental
uses. The unit is a
modification
of the Missouri-Souris
Unit described in Senate Document
191, 78th Congress.
The Snake Creek Embankment, constructed across
Snake Creek about 10 miles northeast of Garrison Dam, serves as a
highway (U.S. 83) and a railroad
(Soo Line) relocation,
and also
forms Lake Audubon, a separate impoundment. Lake Audubon has a total
storage capacity of 426,000 acre-feet
at elevation
1,850.
The Snake
Creek Pumping Plant will pump water from the Garrison Reservoir into
Lake Audobon to maintain the lake at elevation 1850. From this lake
the water will be conveyed eastward by gravity flow through facilities
built by the Bureau of Reclamation to irrigate
initially
250,000 acres,
and ultimately
1,007,OOO acres, if subsequent units are found feasible.
3-14.
In general, the Garrison
irrigable
lands between the Missouri
III-S

Diversion Unit will serve
River and western edge of the

Red River Valley, and between the Canadian boundary and Crow Creek
in South Dakota. ‘The principal
features of the Garrison Diversion
Unit are the Snake Creek Pumping Plant, Lake Audubon, the McClusky
Canal, Lonetree Reservoir,
and a series of distribution
canals.
The McClusky Canal will divert water from Lake Audubon and carry
it by gravity to Lonetree Reservoir,
a regulating
reservoir
in the
headwaters of the Sheyenne River southwest of Harvey, North Dakota.
Lonetree Reservoir is the principal
regulating
reservoir
for the
Garrison Diversion Unit and will be the focal point for main canals
extending to the major areas of water use.
Although the principal
purpose of the Garrison Diversion
3-1s.
the plan of development provides for the delivery
Unit is irrigation,
of municipal water suplies to 41 towns and cities throughout the
It has also been assumed that large industrial
users
project area.
concentrated in the larger cities will use water from the unit.
Lake
Audubon and the immediately surrounding area have been made a game
refuge under the jurisdiction
of the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service, and long-range programs are underway to make this a major
nesting area for migratory waterfowl.
Development of the Garrison
Diversion Unit will provides increased recreation
opportunities
in
an area which now does not offer a wide range of outdoor activity.
New or enlarged bodies of water will add to the attractiveness
of
From a recreation
standpoint,
the restoration
of
the region.
Devils and Stump Lakes in eastern North Dakota is the most important
proposal incorporated
in the project plans.
With its waters freshened
and stabilized
at a level along the edge of the existing woodlands,
Devils Lake will recapture much of its original
natural beauty and
could once more become an outstanding vacation spot and playground.
Navigation.
Although navigation
on the Missouri River
3-16.
through North Dakota and eastern Montana opened up this region for
initial
caucasion settlement,
there is now no commercial navigation
through this reach of the river.
No tributary
reservoir
storage
Storage has been provided
space has been allocated for this purpose.
in the Garrison Reservoir to serve multiple purposes, including
Missouri River navigation;
however, storage and releases from the
Garrison project serve navigation
only indirectly.
A description
of the Missouri River navigation project
is contained in the Master
Manual.
Power. At the present time there are
3-17. Hydroelectric
eight hydroelectric
power plants in operation in the Garrison
incremental drainage basin.
These include the Garrison Power Plant,
constructed by the Corps of Engineers, and seven plants in the
Yellowstone River basin; six constructed
and operated by the Bureau
of Reclamation and the other by the Montana Power Company. The
installed
capacity of these Yellowstone basin plants totals 688,000 kw,
whereas the installed
capacity at Garrison is 400,000 hw. All power
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generated by Federal facilities
in the Missouri Basin is marketed by
the Western Area Power Administration
and power generation at the
Federal tributary
power plants is integrated with the generation
provided from Garrison and other main stem projects.
Further details
concerning WAPA's power marketing and transmission
facilities
are
provided in the Master Manual.
Water Supply.
3-18. Municipal and Industrial
The Missouri River
between Garrison Dam and Lake Oahe is the source of water supply for
the North Dakota municipalities
of Riverdale, Washburn, Bismarck
water intakes in this reach of the river
and Mandan. Industrial
include the Standard Oil refinery
near Mandan, the Basin Electric
and United Power Association
coal fired power plants near Stanton,
Ottertail
Power Company plant at Washburn and the Montana-Dakota
Utilities
power plant at Mandan. The Garrison Diversion Unit is
expected to furnish municipal and industrial
water supply for 15
towns and cities in the initial
stage of development and for 41
towns and cities
in the ultimate potential
development all by
pumping from Garrison Reservoir.
Relatively
recent plans have been made to utilize
water
3-19.
stored in the Garrison Reservoir for development of the large reserves
of coal that are available through western North Dakota. Most of
these plans envision conversion of the coal to gas which will be used
to supplement available natural gas supplies.
Utilization
of water
from the reservoir
for industrial
purposes requires a water right from
the State of North Dakota in addition to Corps of Engineers’ permits.
The only water right which has been granted for this purpose was
based on withdrawals
from the Little
Missouri Arm of the reservoir.
It is quite probable that energy development in this area will be
accelerated substantially
in future years.
Industrial
water marketing
arrangements for the water contained in the Garrison Reservoir have
as yet not been finalized,
but preliminary
agreements assign this
responsibility
to the Department of Interior.
A similar type of
energy development is quite probable in the Yellowstone Basin, and is
expected to make use of tributary
reservoir
water storage.
3-20.
Land Treatment.
In response to a program administered by
the Department of Agriculture,
land treatment measures designed to
reduce erosion and local floods and to increase the local surface
water supply are in operation throughout large portions of the
incremental drainage area discussed in this manual. Associated with
this program are the many stock ponds or farm ponds that have been
developed in the past 40-50 years.
While these ponds and other land
treatment measures have a depleting effect on the overall water supply
to the Missouri River and provide a degree of local flood protection,
their effect on major Missouri River flood flows is minimal.
III-7

Fish, Wildlife
and Recreation.
The effects of water resource
3-21.
development upon fish and wildlife
is a major concern through the
drainage area in the planning and operational
processes.
Recreation
opportunities
have generally been increased as a result of water
resource developments.
To the degree practical,
fish and wildlife
interests
are consulted prior to operation of projects and the potential
effects upon these functions become important constraints
upon
Recreational
use of tributary
reservoirs
in the basin
operation.
and of the Garrison Reservoir continues to increase through the years
and is a factor to be considered in actual regulation
of these projects.
Streambank erosion is a
3-22. Streambank Stabilization.
continuing process along the Missouri River below Garrison Dam and
also along the tributaries
in the region.
Prior to construction
of
Garrison Dam, accretions comparable to the eroded area could be expected
to occur; however, the Garrison Reservoir now acts as a sediment trap,
interferring
with the accretion process.
Based on studies made in
1968, pre-project
(1938-1954) erosion totalled
about 225 acres per
year in the Garrison-Oahe headwaters reach - compared to about 85
acres per year during the 1954-1968 period.
Subsequent erosion data
have been clouded somewhat by construction
of bank protection
projects
These bank stabilization
structures
have been constructed
in the reach.
at scattered locations between Garrison Dam and the Oahe Reservoir
where erosion has been most active or threatens concentrated shoreline
development, such as in the Bismarck vicinity.
While these measures
are effective
in restricted
reaches, there remain large lengths of
unprotected banks that are subject to future erosion.
There is also
some evidence that the structures
built for this purpose have had
the effect of reducing the capacity of the downstream channel.
Nevertheless,
land owners adjacent to the river channel frequently
request operational
constraints,
in the belief that these would
minimize erosion below the dam. Adoption of these constraints
on
release fluctuations
from Garrison could seriously
affect the .primary
functions of the project,
with no assurance that they would be
effective
for erosion control.
III-C.

Streamflow

Depletions.

Water resource developments in the incremental
3-23.
General.
drainage between the Fort Peck and Garrison Dams have two major effects
on the regulation
of the Garrison Reservoir - a depletion in the
available water supply and a partial
redistribution
of inflows.
As
resource development continues,
a growth in depletions
can be expected.
While increasing
depletions probably benefit the flood control function,
it is evident that they would generally have adverse effects on
other functions dependent on the availability
of a continuing water
supply
l
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3-24.
Depletion Growth.
Prior to 1865, streamflow in the region
was largely unused, except for transportation.
Settlers
and homesteaders
in the late 1800’s and soon after the turn of the century started
substantial
irrigation
and mining ventures.
Additional
irrigation
occurred on established
Indian reservations,
As these uses increased,
they began to have a significant
effect upon streamflow.
By 1910, it
is estimated that the average annual Missouri River depletion
above
Sioux City, Iowa, totaled about 2.7 million
acre-feet
with approximately
one-half of this total occurring
in the drainage area under consideration
in this manual.
Between 1910 and 1949, water use increased at a
moderate rate with the resulting
increase in the average annual depletion
to streamflow amounting to about 300,000 acre-feet
from this drainage
area.
Since 1949, water resource development has accelerated.
It is
estimated that average annual depletions
between Fort Peck Dam and
Bismarck increased by over one million
acre-feet
during the 1949-1370
period.
The estimated growth in depletions
for the Missouri basin
as a whole, and for the area above Sioux City, is shown on the inset
graph

l

GROWTH

OF

STREAMFLOW DEPLETIONS

YEAR

Source :

1969 Framework Study

3-25.
A continuing
increase
in depletion
is expected from this
drainage area.
Estimates are that with a reasonable rate of water
resource development,
the increase
in average annual streamflow
depletion
from the area extending from Fort Peck to Garrison Dams
will approach five million
acre-feet
during the next 50 years.
X
major future depleting
influence
in this reach will be the Garrison
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In addition to normal depletions
resulting
Diversion Unit.
serving irrigation
and water supply projects in the Missouri
almost two million
acre-feet
will be exported annually from
Missouri Basin, primarily
for irrigation
and the improvement
water quality
in the Souris and Red River basins.

from
Basin,
the
of

By 1970, the average annual depletions
for the total
3-26.
drainage area above Garrison Dam, including
the area controlled
by Fort Peck Dam, had increased by about two million acre-feet
above the 1949 “base level” selected for adjustment of streamflow
records in the Missouri Basin.
This amounts to about 11 percent
of the total 1949 water supply available above Garrison Dam.
Projections
in the 1969 Framework Study were that during the next
50 years, average annual depletions
from this total area would increase
to the extent that depletion growth since 1910 would represent about
43 percent of the 1949 runoff originating
above Garrison Dam.
Subsequent estimates have lowered this depletion growth rate
significantly.
Depleting Functions.
3-27.
The water resource development
function resulting
in most depletions
in the &Missouri Basin is
as shown in the following
table:
irrigation,
Distribution

of Missouri

Basin Streamflow

DePletions

Millions
of
Acre-Feet

Activity
Irrigation
Evaporation from Major Impoundments
Fish and Wildlife
Land Treatment
Minor Impoundments
Rural domestic water supply
Municipal and Industrial
water supply
Forestry
Source :

1949-1970

Tot al

2.1
1.8
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.1
4.9

1969 Framework Study

Similarly,
about 59 percent of the increase in average annual depletions
in the Yellowstone River drainage between 1949 and 1970 can be attributed
to water losses resulting
directly
from irrigation.
Land treatment
stock ponds, resulted in a depletion increase
measures, including
amounting to 18 percent of the total.
Depletion increases resulting
from rural domestic, livestock,
mining and municipal and industrial
uses together amounted to only 4 percent of the total increase.
Of
interest
is that this 4 percent increase in depletions was almost
entirely
balanced by forestry practices
in the upper Yellowstone Basin
III-10

that had the effect of increasing
the water supply.
An important
depletions
factor that cannot be assigned to any particular
development function is evaporation from large multiple-purpose
reservoirs.
The 1949-1970 depletion increase in the Yellowstone Basin resulting
from large reservoir
evaporation , amounted to about 23 percent of the
total increase.
Average annual evaporation
losses occurring from
large tributary
reservoirs
developed during the 1949-1970 period,
together with main stem reservoirs,
above Garrison Dam total 1.2
million acre-feet
or almost 7 percent of the 1949 water supply above
this location.
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SECTION IV - HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION
OF THE GARRISONPROJECT

IV-A

Project

Development

General.
Early studies and investigations
for construction
4-l.
of a dam near Garrison, North Dakota, were made by the Corps of Engineers
Kansas City District
under supervision
of the Upper Mississippi
Valley
Division.
Additional
investigations,
studies, preliminary
design and
the preparation
of the definite
project report for the Garrison project
were accomplished by the Omaha District
under the supervision of the
Missouri River Division and the Office of the Chief of Engineers.
The
Garrison District,
with headquarters at Bismarck, was established
on
1 July 1946 and moved to Riverdale near the damsite in December 1953.
Final design and supervision of construction
of the Garrison project was
the responsibility
of the Garrison District
until
1 April 1960 when it
became an Area Office under the Omaha District.
Construction
of the
project was initiated
in 1946, closure of the dam was made in April 1953
and in December 1953 and the project was placed in operation for flood
control,
as an aid to navigation
on the Missouri River and for storage.
Power generation began in January 1956 when the first
unit went on the
line.
Since 1956 the Garrison project has been operating as an integral
unit of the Missouri River main stem reservoir
system.
4-2.

Project

Authorization.

a. The Garrison project was included in the general comprehensive
plan for the Missouri River basin set forth in House Document 475 and
Senate Document 247, 78th Congress, 2d Session.
(Public
90-46,

b.

The project was authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1944
Law 534, 78th Congress, 2d Session, approved 22 December 1944).

c. Garrison Reservoir was designed as Lake Sakakawea by Public
93rd Congress, 1st Session, Approved July 4, 1967.

Law

4-3.
Early Investigations.
Prior to 1927, local interests
proposed to divert water from the Missouri River for developing irrigation,
improvement of water supply, raising the slowly receding level of Devils
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Lake and increasing
low flows of the James River and the Sheyenne
River in the eastern part of North Dakota. A damsite in the general
vicinity
of the present location of Garrison Dam was considered in
the plan.
4-4.
The 69th Congress, 1st Session, in House Document No. 308,
authorized a survey by the Corps of Engineers of navigable streams in
the United States (with certain exceptions)
to formulate general plans
for the most effective
improvement of such streams.
The purpose contemplated was navigation
with the most efficient
development of
potential
water power, control of floods and irrigation.
A damsite
near Garrison, North Dakota, was considered in the reports convering the
James River and the Missouri River investigations.
4-5.
The “308” report of the James River was printed as House
Document No. 83, 73rd Congress, 1st Session.
This report contained as
appendices reports by the State Engineer of North Dakota and a report
by the State Geologist of North Dakota which had been submitted to
The State Engineer suggested a hydraulic
fill
the State Governor.
dam 173 feet high with concrete overflow spillway at approximately
the
site of the present Garrison Dam. From the reservoir
created by the
dam, water was to be supplied through a system of conduits to the headwaters of the James and Sheyenne Rivers and to Devils Lake. The purpose
of the diversion was to raise lake levels and to furnish water for irrigation and domestic water supply.
Flood control,
navigation
improvement,
The State Geologist,
erosion control,
and power were incidental
benefits.
stated that the foundation at that site was unsatisfactory
in his report,
for the high dam proposed by the State Engineer.
The “308” report for
the James River states “. . . all available data strongly indicate that
the foundation conditions
obtaining at the site are inadequate . . .”
The “308” report of the Missouri River was printed as House
4-6.
Document No. 238, 73rd Congress, 2d Session.
The “308” report considered
a dam at the Garrison site and states “. . . borings indicate that the
foundation materials at that point do not have sufficient
crushing
abandoned in
strength to support a high dam. The site was accordingly
favor of other sites on the main stem above the mouth of the Yellowstone
River. ”
4-7.
Project Planning.
Advances in the fields of soil mechanics
and foundation engineering caused renewed interest
in the proposed dam
and reservoir
near Garrison.
In 1933, a fitrrr of consulting
engineers
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submitted a report to the State Engineer of North Dakota, recommending that an improvement similar to that previously
proposed by the
State Engineer be initiated.
This report recommended a main dam of
the rolled fill
type, rather than the type proposed by the State Engineer.
A board of consultants
inspected the Garrison Damsite and by letter
to
the Missouri River Diversion Board on 31 July 1943 concluded that a safe
high dam at the proposed site was reasonably feasible and that the proposed location appeared generally satisfactory.
4-8. House Document 475, 78th Congress, 2d Session, presented
the U.S. Engineer Department plan for the overall development of the
main stem of the Missouri River.
A dam at the Garrison site was recommended in the plan.
Because of previous uncertainties
of the foundation
condition,
investigations
for this report were as comprehensive as those
ordinarily
considered appropriate
for a definite
project report.
4-9.
The 78th Congress, 2d Session, considered the Missouri
River development plans submitted by the U.S. Engineer Department in
H.D. 475 and by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in S.D. 191. The
differences
between the two plans were adjusted at an interdepartmental
conference and the coordinated plan of which the Garrison project is a
feature is contained in S.D. 247 and was approved by the 1944 Flood
Control Act (Public Law 534, 78th Congress, 2d Session).
Definite
project
planning was begun as a result of this authorization.
The Definite
Project
Report for Garrison Dam and Reservoir was completed and dated January
for this report were made in more com1946. Surveys and investigations
plete detail than usually required in view of the tremendous size of the
project,
the unfavorable conclusions of earlier
investigations
for the
Garrison Dam, and the possibility
that it might be desirable to undertake
construction
at an early date as a part of the overall post-war planning
requirements for the Nation.
The investigation
program for the Garrison project inagu4-10.
rated prior to completion of the definite
project report was continued
and served as a basis for the final design.
A board of consultants
was
Details
appointed to advise on the design and construction
of the project.
of design studies made by the Corps of Engineers, private consultants
and the board of consultants
are contained in the record documents on file
in the Lake Sakakawea Area Office.
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4-11.

Major Departures

from Definite

Project

Report.

The tentative
spillway design as shown in the
a. Spillway.
definite
project report provided for a chute type spillway with a low
flat weir surmounted by 29 tainter
gates (40 feet wide by 29 feet
high), and a discharge capacity of 600,000 c.f.s.
with the reservoir
at elevation
1858. Final spillway design flood studies for the Garrison
Reservoir was based on hydrometeorological
estimates supplied by the
U.S. Weather Bureau and supplemented by detailed meteorologic,
hydrologic and hydraulic
studies by the Corps of Engineers.
The flood adopted
for the final design of the Garrison spillway represents the maximum runoff from maximum possible winter’s
snow accumulation,
combined with the
maximum possible early-spring
snowstorm over the plains region above
the damsite.
The final design of the Garrison spillway provides for
a chute type spillway with an ogee weir surmounted by 28 tainter
gates (40
feet wide by 29 feet high), and a discharge capacity of 827,000 c.f.s.
with the reservoir
at elevation
1858.5 ft msl.
The definite
project report
b. Cutlet Works and Power Conduits.
24 feet wide by 24 feet high, with
provided for eight power conduits,
semi-circular
tops and five rectangular
sluices,
11 feet wide by 18 feet
high, to be constructed by cut-and-cover
methods.
Steel penstocks, 18
feet in diameter were planned for erection within the power conduits.
Gates planned for the tunnels included 21 service gates of the selfAll gates were to
closing type and five crane-operated
emergency gates.
be identical
in size (11 feet wide and 18 feet high) and interchangeable.
The overall dimension of the intake structure
as shown in the definite
project report were 110 feet wide, 430 feet long and 230 feet high with
and studies
the operating deck at elevation
1880. Further investigations
resulted in adoption of tunneling in lieu of cut-and-cover
methods. This
resulted in large savings both in time and costs.
Other major changes
in the outlet works included the size of the tunnels, size of penstocks;
the type, number and size of control and emergency gates and the dimensions of the intake structure.
The final design of the outlet works
provided for five power conduits,
29 feet in diameter, and three flood
control tunnels, one 26 feet in diameter and two 22 feet in diameter.
Penstocks having an inside diameter of 24 feet were installed
in the
power conduits.
One 18 feet by 24.5 feet tainter
gate was provided for
each flood control tunnel for fine regulation.
Two vertical-lift
caterpillar
gates, each 26 feet high by 12 feet wide, were provided for
each of the power tunnels.
Tractor type vertical
life emergency gates
were provided for the three flood control tunnels and four sliding
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vertical-lift
bulkhead gates for use ahead of any pair of penstock
gates.
The final design also provided an intake structure
with a
base 170 feet wide, 540 feet long and a height of 203 feet from the
foundation to the operating deck at elevation
1865.
Hydropower Installation.
The definite
project report provided
for an?nitial
power installation
of 80,000 kw and an ultimate installation of 320,000 kw. The proposed installation
included a total of eight
40,000 kw units with penstocks having a diameter of 18 feet.
Station
service hydroelectric
units were also proposed in the definite
project
The final design of the power plant provided for a 400,000 kw
report.
power installation
consisting
of five 80,000 kw power units with penstocks, 29 feet in diameter and ten surge tanks (two for each power unit),
65 feet in diameter.
The station service units were deleted in the final
design.
d. Substation and Switchyard.
In the definite
project report all
main power transformers
were located in the switchyard with leads from
each main generator being carried from the plant to the switchyard in
a power cable tunnel which is separated from the tunnel carrying control
cable.
The definite
project report also provided for the switchyard
to have initial
circuits
for three 115 kv lines with positions
for a
fourth 115 kv and two 230 kv lines to be installed
in the future.
The
final design provided for the main power transformer
for each unit to be
located on a transformer deck on the downstream side of the powerhouse.
The main power circuits
consist of 13.8 kv isolated busses from the
generator terminals to the main power transformer,
and high tension
cables in oil filled
pipes from the main power transformer
to the switchyard.
The switchyard as constructed provides for termination
facilities
for the main generators and for four 115 kv outgoing lines and three 230
kv outgoing lines.
Works for Headwater Areas.
The definite
project
e. Protective
report included plans for the protection
of Williston,
North Dakota
and two irrigation
projects at the head of Garrison Reservoir.
The
irrigated
land to be protected included the Lewis and Clark Project
comprising about 8,100 acres and Units 1, 2, and 3 of the Bufort-Trenton
Project comprising about 15,700 acres.
Plans for protection
from backwater from the reservoir
during floods by means of levees and pumping
facilities
were included for Williston,
the Lewis and Clark Project and
for the east portion of the Buford-Trenton
Project.
The balance of the
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land in the Buford-Trenton
Project was not expected to require protection until such time that aggradation caused high backwater stages
during f loads.
In order to conform with the desires of local interests
and for economical reasons, actual project development resulted in
Federal purchase of all of the land in the Lewis and Clark Project and
in the east bottom portion of the Buford-Trenton
Project.
The Williston
area was protected by construction
of levels desi.gned for llinitialtl
aggradation additions.
4-12.

Construction

History.

a. Embankment. Construction
of the rolled fill
embankment began
in October 1947 and was completed in 1956. Material
for the embankment
was obtained primarily
from the excavations which were necessary for
the intake structure
and power house foundations,
intake and outlet
channels, spillway construction
and spillway pilot channel.
Construction
of spillway facilities
began in June
b. Spillway.
1952, with the crest structures
completed in 1955. Work on the spillway stilling
basin continued into 1957.
of the eight outlet and power
c. Outlet Works. Construction
tunnels and associated intake structure
and stilling
basin began in
1949. Tunnels were completed in 1951 and the intake structure
in 1954.
Installation
of emergency gates, penstock
gates, regulating
gates,
stop logs, gate hoists and associated mechanical and electrical
equipment
was completed by 30 June 19SS.
Construction
of the power house
d. Power Plant and Switchyard.
foundation began in 1949 and work continued on power generation and
distribution
facilities
into 1962, The first
power unit was placed online in February 1956. Succeeding units went on-line in March 1956,
August 1956, December 1959 and May 1960. Terminal facilities
and switchyards were completed in July 1962.
The relocations
required for the Garrison
4-13.
Relocations.
Project included two Federal highways, five State highways, several
county roads and Indian Agency roads, two railroads,
numerous power
transmission
lines, telegraph and telephone lines, gas lines, two towns,
the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation and several small cemeteries.
A
complete new town (New Town) was constructed to replace Sanish and Van
Hook, North Dakota, which were inundated by the reservoir.
Portions of
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U.S. Highways 82 and 85 and North Dakota State Highways 2, 8, 22, 23
A new highway bridge (Four Bears Bridge) was
and 28 were relocated.
constructed across Garrison Reservoir on State Highway 23 near New
Missouri River arm of the reservoir
Town. Lost Bridge over the Little
on State Highway 22, and county road bridges over Little Muddy Creek and
Stoney Creek east of Williston
was raised.
U.S. Highway 83 and the
St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway (SO0 Line) were reMinneapolis,
routed across the Snake Creek embankment. The branch line of the SO0
Line in the vicinity
of Sanish and Van Hook was relocated to a terminus
east of
at New Town. The Great Northern Railway required relocation
Detailed description
of the relocations
are
Williston,
North Dakota.
contained in appendix VII to Volume II of the definite
project report
for the Garrison Dam and Reservoir dated January 1946. Relocations were
started early in 1949 and were essentially
complete in 1962.

Real Estate Acquisition.
Lands required for the Garrison
4-14.
project total almost one-half million acres.
Most of this area was
The
less than 3,000 acres.
acquired in fee, with easements totaling
basis for real estate acquisition
was a guide-taking
line of elevation
In upstream
1855 feet msl over a major portion of the reservoir
area.
areas the guide-taking
line was as high as elevation 1860 ft msl,
While
recognizing
backwater ah&daggradation that was likely to occur.
most of this real estate
has been acquired, there are numerous small
parcels of land below these Elevations that have not as yet been
acquired due to faulty surveys or inadequate blocking out and acquisition of these parcels continues at this time (1976).
Closure of Garrison Dam and the
4-15.
Operational
History.
first
impoundment of water occurred 15 April 1953. In early operation
the reservoir
was utilized
for flood control and the accumulation of
storage that was subsequently released to help support navigation
on the
As power units came on the line and additional
lower Missouri River.
storage was accumulated, service to all authorized functions began.
The project has been fully operational
since 1960, except that initial
filling
of the reservoir
to normal operating levels was not completed
concerning historical
operation is conuntil 1966. Further information
tained in Section X of this manual. Detailed descriptions
of project
operations for each year since 1953 are in the Annual Operating Plan
reports published every August.
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IV-B

Description

of Garrison

ProJect

4-16.
Locat ion.
Garrison Dam is located at mile 1389.86 (1960
mileage) on the Missouri River in McLean and Mercer counties, North
Dakota, approximately
75 river miles upstream from Bismarck, the capitol
city of North Dakota.
Lake Sakakawea, formod by the dam, extends in a
generally northwest direction
through western North Dakota, terminating
near Williston,
North Dakota.
4-17.
Embankment. The dam consists of a rolled fill
earth embankment 11,300 feet in length at the crest with a crest at elevation
1875 ft
msl, over 200 feet above the old riverbed.
The upstream portion of the
embankment is composed of dense impervious material,
and the downstream
port ion is semiperv ious with a pervious drainage blanket over the old
streambed.
The maximum width of the base is about 2,600 feet with an
impervious blanket extending an additional
1,250 feet upstream from the
upstream toe of the dam. The crest width is 60 feet and side slopes
range from 1 on 8 and 1 on 10 in the lowor portions of the embankment
to 1 on 3 and 1 on 2-l/2 in the upper portions.
Seepage control is
effected by a combination of the upstream impervious blanket, steel
sheet piling cutoff walls, impervious filled
cutoff trenches, grout curtains at the abutments and a toe drain in the downstream section of the
embankment. A system of relief
wells located about 175 feet downstream
from the toe of the dam also facilitates
drainage of seepage water and
reduces hydrostatic
pressures in the foundation material downstream from
the cutoff walls.
The upstream face of the dam is protected from wave
action by riprap placed above elevation
1800 feet (m.s. 1.).
A gravel
blanket extends from the bottom of the riprap to elevation
1770 feet (m.s.1.).
Detailed description
of the embankment is contained in the Operation
and Maintenance Manual for the Garrison Dam Embankment. The plan and
section of the embankment are shown on Plate 12.
4-18.
Embankment freeboard was based on a lake level at elevation
1859 ft. msl. A wind tide allowance of 1.8 feet and wave height plus rideup allowance of 6.3 feet was developed in design studies.
An addit ional
safety factor of 7.9 feet resulted in the total free board allowance
of 16 feet, establishing
the embankment crest at elevation 1875 ft msl.
4-19.
Spillway.
The spillway is located in the left abutment
and separated from the main embankment by about 800 feet of natural
ground.
The spillway is of the conventional
concrete chute type with
crest gates at the upper end, and consists of the approach channel, control Gate structure,
lined chute, stilling
basin and unlined discharge
channel.
The bottom of the approach channel is at elevation
1810 ft msl
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with an upstream width of 2,200 feet narrowing to 1356 feet at the
spillway crest structure.
The spillway crest consists of an ogee
type weir, divided into 28 bays, with a crest elevation
1825 ft msl.
Each bay contains a tainter
gate 40 feet wide by 29 feet high.
The
gates are electrically
operated and can be individually
controlled
from
the service bridge.
Selective operation of all gates is accomplished
from the control house at the west abutment on the downstream side of
the abutment wall.
4-20.
A concrete-lined
discharge chute extends from the crest
structure
2,605 feet downstream to the stilling
basin.
The stilling
basin is 800 feet wide and over 200 feet long with a floor at elevation
1620 ft msl. The lower portion of the stilling
basin contains baffles 10
feet high and 8 feet wide spaced on 10 feet centers.
Below the stilling
basin an unlined pilot discharge channel has been constructed to guide
flows to the Missouri River channel below the dam. Should spillway discharges occur, this pilot channel is expected to erode and adjust itself
to the flow conditions.
Plan, profile
and section of the spillway are
shown on Plate 12. Spillway discharge rating curves are shown on
Plate 13.
Outlet Works and Power Tunnels.
The outlet works and power
4-21.
tunnels include an approach channel, an intake structure,
eight concrete
lined tunnels of which three are for flood control and five for water
supply to power units, a stilling
basin at the downstream end of the
flood control tunnels and a discharge channel leading to the old river
channel.
The approach channel to the intake structure
served to carry
Missouri River flows at the time of embankment closure.
It consisted of
achannel excavated to near elevation
1670 ft msl about 500 feet wide
and 2-l/2 miles long along tho right
(west) bank of the Missouri River
channel that lay upstream from the dam prior to closure.
It is now continuously submerged and ends at the intake structure.
The intake
structure
houses gate-cantrolled
inlets to all of the eight tunnels
provided through the dam. It is a massive reinforced
concrete structure,
having overall dimensions 540 feet in length, 170 feet in width at the
base and 203 feet in height from the foundation to the operating deck
at elevation
1865 ft msl. A superstructure
extends upward another 65
Gates housed in the structure
include an 18 by 34.5 feet tainter
feet.
gate for each of the three flood control tunnels and two 12 by 26 feet
vertical
lift
gates for each of the five power tunnels.
Emergency gates
are provided for closure ahead of any of the regulating
gates described above.
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Tunnels through the dam are approximately
1,320 feet
4-22.
long, having an invert near elevation 1671 ft msl at the upstream
end and elevation
1662 at the downstream exit.
The easterly five
tunnels, Nos. 1 through S, serve as conduits for the penstocks supplying the power units.
The remaining three tunnels, Nos. 6, 7 and 8,
are for flood control and discharge into a stilling
basin.
The five
power tunnels have an inside diameter of 29 feet, except for a short
distance of tunnel No. 4, which is 30 feet inside diameter.
Tunnels
Nos. 6, 7, and 8 are for flood control;
tunnel No. 6 has an inside
diameter of 26 feet and tunnels Nos. 7 and 8 have inside diameters of
22 feet.
A stilling
basin extends below the three flood control tunnels
and contains stop log slots in the upper end to provide for basin unwatering.
Below the stop log slots is a 250 foot long chute section, followed
by a level stilling
basin section about 165 feet long with a bottom at
elevation 1619 ft msl leading into a paved slab section that slopes
upward to elevation
1650 ft msl at the entrance to the unpaved discharge
channel.
The discharge channel extends from the downstream edge of
the tailrace
and stilling
basin to the Missouri River channel, a distance
of almost 4,000 feet.
Sloping sides of the discharge channel are
protected by riprap.
A more detailed description
of the outlet works
is contained in the Garrison Operation and Maintenance Manual. A plan
and profile
are shown on Plate 12 of this manual, while rating curves
for the flood control tunnels are on plates 14 and 15.
Principal
features of the power’
Power Plant and Switchyard.
4-23.
production facilities
of the Garrison project include penstocks and
turbines,
control
surge tanks, the powerhouse that houses the generators,
room and related equipment,
the tailrace,
and the outdoor switchyard.
Water is supplied to the turbines by five 24-foot diameter steel penstocks contained in the 29 feet diameter power tunnels previously
described.
Two surge tanks, each 65 feet in diameter and almost 140 feet
in height (extending upwad to elevation
1885.67) are provided for
each penstock.
A bubbler system is provided to prevent a solid ice
cover from forming on the water surface in the surge tanks during freeting weather.
4-24.
The powerhouse structure
encloses the five generator bays,
erection bay, space for mechanical and electrical
accessories,
erection
and repair facilities,
control facilities
and office space. Five
hydraulic turbines of the vertical
shaft, single-runner
Francis type,
with plate steel scroll cases and elbow type draft tubes are installed
in the powerhouse.
Each turbine has a capacity of 90,000 h.p. at the
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rated speed of 90 rpm under 1SO feet net head. Governors are capable
of full-opening
or full-closing
of the wicket gatet in five seconds.
The five generators installed
in the powerhouse are each rated at 80,000
for each generator unit consist of a bank of
Kw. The main transformers
three single-phase
33,333 kva, 60 cycle, delta/wye connected transformers.
They are located on the transformer deck on the downstream side of the
powerhouse and supply power to the switchyard by a high-voltage,
oilfilled,
pipe-type cable system. The tailrace
extends from the downstream
face of the powerhouse through a distance of about 150 feet to the discharge channel described in a preceding paragraph.
Tailrace paving
slopes upward from elevation
1629 ft msl at the draft tube exit up to
elevation
1650 ft msl at the entrance to the discharge channel.
Power
plant tailwater
rating curves and power plant characteristic
curves
are shown on Plates 16 and 17 respectively.
The Garrison switchyard is
located to the southeast of the powerhouse between the discharge channel
of the outlet works and the downstream slope of the dam.
4-25.
Garrison Reservoir.
The reservoir
formed by Garrison Dam,
named Lake Sakakawea, lies in northwestern
North Dakota. At the maximum
operating pool level of 1854 the reservoir
has a shoreline of 1,600 miles,
a surface area of 383,000 acres and a maximum depth of about 180 feet.
In general the reservoir
is relatively
narrow for its length, being confined to the Missouri River valley.
There are three major exceptions
to this configuration.
Immediately upstream from Garrison Dam is the
Snake Creek area of the reservoir
that has been separated from the
remainder of the reservoir
by construction
of an earth embankment. The
reservoir
upstream from this secondary embankment has been named Lake
Audubon and will be described in more detail
in later paragraphs.
The
major Missouri River tributary
entering the Garrison Reservoir is the
Little Missouri River and the tributary
valley forms the Little
Missouri
Arm of the reservoir.
Upstream from the mouth of the Little
Missouri
River a large relatively
flat bench exists and forms an area known
as the Van Hook Arm. A map of the reservoir
area is shown on Plate 18.
4-26. Allocation
of storage in the Garrison Reservoir was based
on main stem system requirements as described in Section V of the
Master Manual. Storage allocations
to each of the four storage zones
are given in Table 5.
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TABLE 5
Garrison

Reservoir

Storage Space Allocations
Elevation msl
From
T&

Storage Designation

Exclusive Flood Control
1850
Flood Control & Multiple
Use 1837.5
Carry Over Multiple
Use
177s
Inactive
1673
Total

1854
1850
1837.5
1775

Storage

Storage Space
Acre-Feet
1,500,000
4,300,000
13,400,000
s,ooo,ooo
24,200,OOO

More detailed area capacity data for the Garrison Reservoir are given
on Plate 18. Storage volumes in the above table and on Plate 18 are
exclusive of Lake Audubon and are based on 1971 capacity tables.
Boat Ramps and Recreation Facilities.
Fluctuating
4-27.
reservoir
levels have a major effect on recreational
use of the
Numerous public-use
areas have been established
around
reservoir.
the shoreline and a common development of most of these areas is a
boat ramp providing access to the reservoir.
Boat ramp elevations
are as given in Table 6 below.
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TABLE 6
Garrison

Reservoir

Boat Ramps

Area

Ramp Type

Beulah Bay
Charging Eagle Bay
Deepwater Creek
Downstream Boat Ramp
Fort Stevenson
Four Bears
Lake Sakakawea State Park
Lewis & Clark
Little
Missouri
Little
Missouri
Red Butte Bay

Cont. plank
Cont. plank
Poured concrete
Concrete poured
C plank
Poured concrete
Poured concrete
Poured concrete
Poured concrete
Poured concrete
Poured concrete
Poured concrete

Tobacco Garden
Totten Trail
Wolf Creek

Poured concrete
Poured concrete
Steel landing mat

Ramp
Width
24
24
40
62

ft
ft
ft
ft

60
40
60
60
60
12
60
24
20
60

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Elevation msl
Bottom
TOP

Date of
Construe.
1965

1865.5
1683.0

1826.0
1667.0

1965
1963

1856.0
1851).0
1857.0
1858. s
1856.0
1838.5
18S7.0

1826.0
1835.0
1826.0
1826.0
1834.0
1824.5
1826.0

1964
1964
1964
1965
1963
1963
1965

1857.0
lsso.o

1840.5
1826.0

1968
1965

Boat ramps have also been constructed
for access to the Missouri River
below the dam. While some are considered to be a portion of the Garrison
others have been constructed by private interests
or as a part
project,
of other Federal, State and private recreational
developments.
These
downstream ramps generally continue to be operable through the normal range
of releases from the Garrison project.
Williston
Levee. A levee about nine miles long was constructed
4-28.
as a portion of the Garrison project to protect the city of Williston,
North Dakota and immediately surrounding area in the headwaters region
of the reservoir.
Levee grades were based on the higher of two computed
water surface profiles,
one associated with a flow rate of 250,000 cfs with
the Garrison Reservoir at elevation
1850, and the other based 150,000 cfs
with the reservoir
at elevation
1854. Freeboard and aggradat ion al lowances
of three feet and five feet respectively,
with a minimum levee top elevation
of 1860 were also used in design.
The basic levee section has a lo-foot
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top width and side slopes of 1 on 2-l/2 on the riverside
and 1 on 2 on
the landside, with slopes flattened
to 1 on 3 and 1 on 3-l/2 respectively
along reaches of weaker foundation material.
Generally,
the levee is
about 15 feet high and constructed with berms for raising the levee on
the landside for anticipated
future aggradation.
The levee top is graveled
and side slopes topsoiled and seeded. Riprap protection
has been provided
on the side of the levee exposed to the reservoir.
A pumping plant was
provided to convey the interior
drainage from Williston
and vicinity
into Garrison Reservoir during periods of high reservoir
stages.
The
pumping plant has a total capacity of 75,000 g.p.m. and consists of three
on the land25,000 g,p.m. pumps. It is located southeast of Williston
side of the levee.
4-29. Aggradation and Backwater Effect of the Garrison Reservoir.
While aggradation,
or delta formation,
occurs at the mouths of all streams
entering the reservoir,
a major portion of the 38,100 acre-feet
of average
annual sediment inflow to the reservoir
is contributed
by the Missouri
River into the upstream end of the reservoir.
Since the reservoir
approached
normal operating levels in 1965, a delta has been forming and now extends
from about the mouth of the Yellowstone River downstream well into the
A significant
effect of this delta formation has been the
reservoir.
reduction in channel capacity in the Missouri River above the reservoir,
thereby resulting
in increased stages.
At the mouth of the Yellowstone
River it is estimated that stages have increased about four feet at a
discharge of 80,000 cfs during the 19651975 period.
A further increase
of about two feet in stages with a flow of 80,000 cfs is expected during
the next 25 years.
About 11 river miles below the mouth of the Yellowstone
River, adjacent to the Middle Bottom of the Buford-Trenton
Irrigation
District,
the stage increase from preproject
to 1975 for 80,000 cfs flows
appears to be about seven feet, dependent somewhat upon the coincident
level of the Garrison Reservoir.
A further
increase approximating
four
feet is expected during the next 25 years.
Of operational
interest
are the estimated effects of the
4-30.
elevation of the reservoir
upon stages through this reach of the Missouri
Analyses indicate that at the mouth of the Yellowstone River
River.
the level of the reservoir
will have no effect upon Missouri River stages.
Opposite the west bottom of the Buford-Trenton
Irrigation
District
(about 4.5
miles below the Yellowstone River confluence) the effect of reservoir
levels is minimal, estimated as less than one-half foot with the reservoir
at its maximum operating levels with flows at or above 80,000 cfs.
At a
location opposite the middle bottom of the Buford-Trenton
Irrigation
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District
(about 11 miles below the Yellowstone River confluence) back
water effects resulting
from Garrison Reservoir levels are estimated to
be as much as two feet for flows of 50,000 cfs or less, about one foot
for 80,000 cfs flows, ranging down to no apparent effect during flows in
excess of 120,000 cfs.
4-31.
Snake Creek Embankment. The Snake Creek Embankment, also
known as the Totten Trail Crossing, is located eight miles northeast of
Riverdale,
North Dakota.
Its primary purpose is to form Lake Audubon,
the major impoundment serving the Garrison Division irrigation
project
described in Section III of this manual. The embankment also provides a
crossing for the Soo Line railway,
US Highway 83, power transmission
lines, and telephone and telegraph lines.
The embankment is about 12,900
feet long and through most of its length less than 45 feet in height,
with a maximum height of 85 feet.
Top of the embankment is at elevation
1865 ft msl. .4 gated conduit seven feet wide by 10 feet high with invert
at elevation
1810 ft msl has been provided through the embankment for
gravity diversion of water; however, most water diverted from Garrison
Reservoir to Lake Audubon will be pumped by the Totten Trail pumping
plant, constructed by the Bureau of Reclamation.
A rating curve for the
gated conduit is shown on Plate 20.
This structure
was constructed
4-32. Totten Trail Pumping Plant.
by the Bureau of Reclamation in the Garrison Reservoir adjacent to the
Snake Creek Dam to supply water required for the initial
unit of about
250,000 acres of the Garrison diversion
Project.
The structure
housing
the pumps rises to a height of 180 feet above the reservoir
bottom.
Three electrically
powered pumps with a total capacity of 2,050 cfs have
been installed,
with power for pump operation supplied directly
from the
Garrison switchyard.
Lake Audubon. The lake formed by the Snake Creek embankment
4-33.
has been named Lake Audubon. At its normal operating level of elevation,
1850 ft msl, it has a surface area of 20,600 acres and a storage capacity
of 396,000 acre-feet.
Prior to initial
operation of the Garrison Diversion Project,
the lake may be maintained below elevation 1850; however,
after diversions
begin a level very close to 1850 ft elevation
is expected
to be maintained at-all
times, by gravity diversion
from the Garrison
Reservoir to
the extent possible,
but mainly by pumping. Lake Audubon
and the sorrounding shoreline were made available
to the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife
of the Department of Interior
for use in carrying
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out the National Migratory Bird Management Program. Subsequently, the
northern half of the lake was made available
by the Secretary of Interior
to the North Dakota Game and Fish Department for creation of the Snake
Creek Game Management area.
Leasing Project Lands. As indicated previously,
essentially
4-34.
all land surrounding the Garrison Reservoir below elevation
1855 ft msl
has been acquired by the Government for project purposes.
Unless inflows
to the reservoir
are decidedly above normal, inundation of lands above 1850
elevation will usually not occur.
Also, following
years of abnormal water
with
decreasing
Garrison
Reservoir
levels,
the possible maximum
SUPPlY,
reservoir
level during the following
year will be correspondingly
lowered.
Consequently, on an annual basis, the Corps makes tracts of land available
for leasing, generally
for agricultural
purposes, as a part of their
land management program.
The extent of leased lands is based on an analysis
of expected reservoir
levels, as well as land management considerations.
A
major portion of the revenue from this leasing program is returned to the
countries within which the leased land lies.
All such leases are subject
to possible flooding of land, if needed for operational
purposes, and do
not serve as constraints
upon regulation
of the reservoir
for authorized
purposes.
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SECTION V
ORGANIZATIONFOR RESERVOIRREGULATION
The Garrison project is regulated
Normal Regulation.
s-1.
as a component of the six-project
main stem reservoir
system. As
such, regulation
must be fully coordinated with regulation
of the other
all the main stem reservoirs
are regulated
five projects . Therefore,
by the Missouri River Division Reservoir Control Center.
Full details
relating
to organizational
responsibilities,
coordination,
and
communications pertinent
to the system’s regulation
process, are
contained in Section VI of the Master Manual. Consequently, only a
brief summarization is presented in this project manual and reference
must be made to the Master Manual for a complete understanding of
these factors.
Reservoir regulation ‘and power production orders for the
5-2.
Garrison project are issued directly
to project personnel.
These
orders specify daily average release rates and power generation within
The orders issued by the Reservoir Control Center
specified
tolerances.
are based on detailed analysis of current and expected hydrologic
conditions
throughout the Missouri Basin and functional
needs of the
The coordination
Garrison project,
as well as the system as a whole.
outside governmental agencies,
with other Corps of Engineer offices,
and special interest
groups is a responsibility
of the Reservoir
Control Center, as described in the Master Manual.
Garrison project personnel are expected to continually
5-3.
furnish the Reservoir Control Center all information
they may receive
that is pertinent
to the regulation
process.
This includes observations
made by personnel as well as complaints or suggestions from those
affected by project regulation.
In addition,
responsible project
personnel are expected to inform the public of current and probable
near-future
regulation
activities.
It is the responsibility
of the
Reservoir Control Center to keep project personnel informed of such
activities.
Any requests for information
that are complex, long-term
in nature, or that involve policy are referred to the Reservoir Control
Center .
is responsible
for project maintenance,
5-4. The Omaha District
including maintenance of those facilities
required to support the
regulation
process.
They also collect
data pertinent
to Garrison
regulation
and are responsible
for analysis of runoff events, particularly
over tributary
drainage areas, flood fighting
activities,
and flood
control regulation
of the USBR Boysen, Yellowtail
and Heart Butte reservoir
projects
located in the incremental drainage area between the Fort
Peck and Garrison Dams. Information
available
to the Omaha District
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considered pertinent
main stem reservoirs
Center.

to regulation
of the Garrison project or other
is immediately furnished the Reservoir Control

S-5. Emergency Regulation.
Development of emergency conditions
associated with regulation
of the Garrison project is always a
possibility.
Any emergency which poses an immediate threat to
serious injury or loss of life at the project or the probability
that
serious damage may occur or has occurred to project facilities,
If such events occur, project personnel are
requires prompt action.
expected to take the actions deemed necessary, then inform the Omaha
District
and Reservoir Control Center of the circumstances and actions
Resumption of normal regulations,
or scheduling of changes
initiated.
in releases or power generation,
would be based on evaluation
of conditions and effects by all offices
concerned and would be directed by
the Reservoir Control Center.
Prolonged interruption
of communications between the
5-6.
Reservoir Control Center and Garrison project personnel may also
constitute
an emergency. Exhibit B of this manual provides instructions
for project personnel in case of such an event.
These instructions
are desi.gned to continue the functions for which the project was
constructed
through the period of communications failure.
As indicated
by Exhibit
B, continuing efforts
will be made to re-establish
communications with either the Reservoir Control Center or Omaha
District
Reservoir Regulation Section (or responsible personnel of
these offices)
in an effort
to terminate the emergency.
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SECTION VI
HYDROLOGICDATA
6-l.
General.
Section VII of the Master Manual outlines the basic
hydrologic data required for regulation
of the Missouri River Main
Stem Reservoir System, including the Garrison project,
and gives agency
responsibilities,
communications methods and other details relevant
to the data collection
process.
Reference is made to the Master Manual
for this information.
Succeeding paragraphs provide further details
of particular
interest
to the regulation
of the Garrison Reservoir.
Garrison Project Data. Daily reports from the project to
6-2.
the Reservoir Control Center and to the Omaha District
include hourly
lake level, release and pool elevations,
as well as periodic reports
of tailwater
elevations
and wind conditions,
and daily reports of
maximum and minimum air temperatures,
precipitation,
pan evaporation
and tailwater
temperatures.
Hourly data are obtained by power plant
personnel from recorders located in the powerhouse.
A tailwater
elevation recorder is also available at this location.
Tailwater
temperatures are obtained from a thermometer located in a power
Air temperature,
wind and evaporation data are obtained
penstock.
from a site located near the Riverdale water treatment plant.
6-3.
During the winter season the data given above are supplemented
by occasional reports of ice thickness on the reservoir
and on Lake
Audubon. When there is a significant
snow accumulation,
weekly reports
of the depth and water content of the existing
snow cover in the
vicinity
of the damsite are furnished,
along with frost penetration
depths . Frequent reconnaisances of the reach of the Missouri River
extending from Garrison Dam to the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir
are made by project personnel through the winter season, with particular
emphasis during the time an ice cover is forming within this reach.
Pertinent
observations during each reconnaisance include location of
the head of ice cover, ice conditions,
available
freeboard at critical
locations and river stages at established
intermediate
locations not
normally available
on a routine basis.
Reconnaisance observations
are
telephoned to the Omaha District
Reservoir Regulation Section or to
the Reservoir Control Center.
complaints
6-4. Throughout the year project personnel investigate
that occur as a result of Garrison regulation
and report their findings
to the Reservoir Control Center.
The effects of significant
changes in
release rates through the downstream reach are also investigated.
Project
personnel are also responsible
for informing downstream interests
of
any major change in the general level of release rates that may be
anticipated.
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6-S. Precipitation
and Temperatures.
Whenever significant
amounts
of precipitation
occur, reports from many more locations are received
for the Fort Peck-Garrison area than shown on the basic precipitation
network plate of the Master Manual. The key stations which are
received by the Reservoir Control Center from the National Weather
Service’s RAWARCteletype network are shown on Plate 21. These
stations are also shown and listed in monthly summaries published and
furnished the Reservoir Control Center by the National Weather Service.
Temperature data obtained from first
order National Weather Service
stations,
and made available daily to the Reservoir Control Center, are
adequate for regulation
purpose.
During periods of ice formation
below Garrison Dam, the temperature data from Bismarck, North Dakota,
is particularly
important for Garrison regulation.
6-6.
Snow. During the winter season reports of snowfall and
accumulated snow depths are received from many of the National Weather
Service stations shown on Plate 21. These reports are supplemented by
weekly snow and water content reports from first
order Weather Service
stations and plains snow surveys conducted by Corps of Engineers’
personnel, as described in the Master Manual. Reports of mountain
snow accumulations
in the upper Yellowstone and Milk River basins are
furnished by the Soil Conservation Service about the first
of each
month during the period January through June, as described in the
Master Manual. Locations of these mountain snow pack observation
points are given in the Montana and Wyoming snow survey reports
issued
monthly by the SCS.
6-7.
Stages and Discharges.
Stage information
reported to the
Reservoir Control Center as indicated by the basic streamflow reporting
network in the blaster Manual is supplemented by reports from many
particularly
during the March-July flood season
tributary
locations,
or at other times of the year if unusual stages are occurring.
Plate
22 indicates
locations within the incremental drainage area reporting
These are augmented by stage reports
on a regularly
scheduled basis.
from additional
locations during flood occurrences.
Host reports
Most
are received over the National Weather Service RAWARCTeletype.
of the principal
tributary
locations have been rated by Geological
Survey measurements and estimates of flows along the principal
streams
corresponding to reported stages are available
at all times by
consultation
of available rating curves or tables.
Daily reports of
elevations
and releases are furnished the Reservoir Control Center from
reservoirs
in the Yellowstone
the Boysen, Buffalo Bill and Yellowtail
River basin.
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SECTION VII

- ANALYSESPERTINENTTO REGULATION
OF GARRISONRESERVOIR

7-l.
General.
Regulation of the Garrison project as a component
of the main stem reservoir
system requires continuing analyses of available hydrologic and meteorologic
information
and development of forecasts to be prepared to best meet the demands imposed in serving the
various project purposes.
These analyses and forecasts may be of a longterm nature or may be based on anticipated
inflows and demands for a
relatively
short period in the future.
The Master Manual discusses the
analyses, forecasts,
and studies which, while important for the regulation of Garrison Reservoir,
have essentially
the same degree of importance
for all of the other main stem projects.
Analyses considered to be
unique, or particularly
important,
to Garrison regulation
are presented
in the following
paragraphs.
Precipitation
and Temperature Forecasts.
As discussed in the
7-2.
Master Manual, Weather Service forecasts of all meteorological
elements
are utilized
by the Reservoir Control Center to the degree practicable
in the regulation
process.
Weather Service forecasts are supplemented
by forecasts developed by the Reservoir Control Center staff meteorologist.
Pertinent
to the regulation
of the Garrison project are forecasts prepared for eastern Montana as well as western and central North Dakota.
Temperature forecasts are of particular
importance in scheduling Garrison
releases during the period an ice cover is forming on the Missouri
River below the project.
Forecast maximum and minimum temperatures for
Bismarck, which are critical
to ice conditions
in this reach, are received
daily by the Reservoir Control Center over the Weather Service teletype
network and verified
by the staff meteorologist.
Precipitation-Runoff
Relationships.
Annual precipitation
in
7-3.
the Fort Peck-Garrison incremental drainage area ranges from less than 8”
to more than 40”. Annual runoff ranges from less than 0.25” to more
ratio varies from less than 5% over
than 20”. The runoff-precipitation
much of the plains area to over 50% in the mountainous headwaters of the
Yellowstone and its tributaries.
This great variability
makes it difficult
to generalize in discussing analyses of rainstorm and snowmelt runoff,
but past analyses of these factors indicate that utilizing
initial
loss
values of from O.SO” to 0.75” and hourly infiltration
losses of from 0.10”
to 0.15” give reasonably satisfactory
results for streamflow estimation
These values are based on relatively
few rainfall
events
purposes.
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because of the rarity
of heavy rainfall
centers in the area.
Snowmelt
infiltration
ranges from zero for frozen ground, or ice under snow, to
approximately
the values shown for rainfall.
In actual practice estimating the rainfall
or snowmelt runoff is very imprecise.
This is due to the
lack of a dense network of precipitation
reporting
stations,
errors in
estimating
the snow cover available
for melt, errors in estimating the
snowmelt rate as well as marked departures from the average infiltration
or loss rates as given above. Annual runoff -and precipitation
maps for
the entire Missouri basin are presented in the Master Manual.
7-4. Unit Hydrograph Analyses.
A conventional
means of forecasting
flows from a particular
drainage area is by the use of unit hydrographs.
However, unit hydrograph development and subsequent use of the developed
hydrographs as a forecasting
tool has been found to be largely impractical
for the drainage area under consideration
in this manual. Reasons for
this include the large size of the drainage area, requiring
the division
of the area into many subareas, the lack of sufficient
past rainfall
and
subsequent runoff events for unit-hydrograph
definition,
the sparsity of
rainfall
reporting
stations needed for both analyses and forecasting
purposes, and the fact that by far the greatest amount of runoff that
occurs from this drainage area does not result from particular
rainfall
events but results from progressive
snowmelt, making runoff definition
in
a selected time period very imprecise.
Further, with the large amount of
storage space available
in the Garrison Reservoir compared to the volume
of runoff from individual
storms, and the very nature of the regulation
process, the effort
necessary for a valid, continuing,
and complete
analysis by means of unit-hydrograph
procedures has not been warranted.
However, as additional
storms are experienced and computer modeling
efforts
intensified,
unit-hydrograph
procedures will continue to receive
consideration
as a means of possibly improving the regulation
process
for the Garrison project.
7-S. Plains Area Snowmelt Volume. In many years a major portion of
the annual runoff from the plains contributing
area above the Garrison
Dam is a result of melting the plains snow cover accumulated during the
winter months. This melt usually occurs during late March or April and
often results in the annual peak flow from the Fort Peck to Garrison
drainage area, even though a major portion of the Yellowstone basin
Basic
usually contributes
little
to crest flows at this time of the year.
data pertinent
to estimation of plains area snowmelt volumes are precipitation during the late fall and winter months, winter season temperatures,
l
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water content of the accumulated snow cover prior to the melt period
and soil conditions.
However, even with these data, forecasts of the
plains snowmelt runoff volume are usually quite imprecise.
7-6.
Plains area snow surveys are made during any year that a substantial
snow accumulation exists over the drainage area.
One method
used to obtain quantitative
estimates of flows at specific points is to
compare the water content
and ground conditions
for the current survey
with similar data from surveys made in preceding years.
This comparison will indicate which of the past years is most analogous to the
current year for each portion of the total drainage basin between Fort
Peck and Garrison Dams. Forecasts are developed by assuming that the
volume of snowmelt runoff from each portion of the basin should be similar
to that observed in the most analogous year.
These estimates are tempered
by available ground condition data, which could either increase or decrease
the losses at the time of runoff.
7-7. The techniques for forecasting
runoff volumes resulting
from
plains snowmelt are being investigated
by personnel of the Reservoir
Control Center under a continuing
technical
study which is designed to
develop more precise and objective methods.
In addition,
the National
Weather Service is investigating
this subject and has initiated
forecasts
of plains snowmelt runoff volumes prior to the melt season. As additional
snowmelt data and forecast experience is gained it appears probable that
more valid estimates will be available than in the past.
7-a. Mountain Snowmelt Volumes.
A large portion
of the annual runoff
b
entering the Fort Peck to Garrison reach of the Missouri River occurs during the May-July period of which snowmelt runoff from the mountainous portions of the basin is an important component. Over 80% of the annual runoff above the Garrison Dam originates
in mountainous areas (above 6,000
feet, msl) . As discussed in Section VI, numerous mountain snow courses
are in operation in this area which report snow depth and water content
at the beginning of each month, January through June. These data are
supplemented by the precipitation
reports from adjacent low level stations
to develop forecasts of seasonal runoff from the Yellowstone River
drainage area.
Such forecasts are also made by the National Weather
Service and Soil Conservation Service.
These forecasts of flows are furnished the Corps of Engineers as soon after the first
of each month prior
to the mountain snowmelt period.
Seasonal runoff forecast procedures
developed by the Omaha District
for the Yellowstone River at Sidney are
appended to this manual as Exhibit A. The Reservoir Control Center forecasts of expected monthly inflow to the main stem reservoirs
are largely
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subjective
in nature, giving consideration
to the forecasts prepared by
the NW, the SCS and the Omaha District
and to independent analyses of
the snow course information
and antecedent conditions.
7-9.
Monthly Reach Inflow Forecasts.
Soon after the first
of each
month throughout the year a forecast of incremental monthly inflows to
the main stem reservoirs
(including
those originating
between Fort Peck
and Garrison Dams) is prepared by the Reservoir Control Center.
The
Fort Peck to Garrison reach normally generates more annual runoff than
any of the other incremental areas defined by the individual
main stem
projects.
Forecasts of monthly runoff extend from the current date
through the remainder of the calendar year to 1 March of the succeeding
These forecasts are utilized
as a basis for monthly regulation
year.
studies of the main stem reservoir
system, as described in the Master
Manual. Details and techniques currently
applicable
for forecast development are contained in the MRD-RCCTechnical Report MH-73, “Missouri River
Long Range Inflow Forecasting Procedures .”
Main Stem Reservoirs,

Short Range Forecasts of Daily Inflow.
Experience has
7-10.
indicated that the most satisfactory
method of anticipating
Garrison
Reservoir inflows for periods of up to a week or two beyond the current
date is a combination of routing observed flows from upstream and
tributary
locations and extrapolating
incremental
inflows above or between
observation points . In most cases a simple translation
of flows from upstream to downstream points by appropriate
travel times as given in
Table 2, Section II, is as satisfactory
as utilizing
more sophisticated
The extrapolation
process includes an allowance
routing procedures.
for anticipated
runoff.
In this connection it should be recognized that
most of the inflows to Garrison Reservoir are a combination of Fort Peck
releases, Yellowstone River flows at Sidney, Montana, Milk River flows
at Nashua, Montana, and Little
Missouri flows as observed at Watford City,
Reliable estimates of flows at these locations will result
North Dakota.
in satisfactory
inflow estimates unless unusual runoff circumstances occur.
7-11. Stage-discharge
relationships
are maintained in the Reservoir
Control Center for all important streamflow stations in the Fort Peck to
Oahe incremental drainage area.
These are kept current on the basis of
discharge measurements made by the US Geological Survey.
Plate 23
indicates the present relationships
at locations
that are most important
for developing short range inflow forecasts.
tion

7-12. Flow Forecasts
of each year Missouri

at Downstream Locations.
During a major porRiver flows through the entire reach from
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Garrison Dam to the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir consist almost
entirely
of Garrison releases.
Only during those relatively
short
periods when substantial
runoff occurs from the intervening
tributary
area will significant
additions to Garrison releases occur.
The Knife
River is the only major tributary
entering above Bismarck, North
Dakota, and for practical
purposes flows between the mouth of the Knife
River and Bismarck will be equivalent
to the sum of Knife River flows
at Hazen, North Dakota, and Garrison releases.
Travel time from these
locations
to Bismarck, North Dakota, is about one day under open water
conditions.
The Heart River enters the Missouri immediately below
Bismarck and Missouri River flows below the mouth of the Heart River
are equivalent
to Heart River flows at Mandan plus the previous day’s
Hazen flow and Garrison releases, plus any ungaged flows.
Forecasts of
Mandan and Hazen flows are derived by noting observed upstream flows on
each tributary
together with estimates derived by principles
described
in paragraph 7-3.
7-13. Downstream Stage Forecasts.
Bismarck, North Dakota, is the
main damage center between the Garrison and Oahe Dams and Missouri River
stage forecasts for this location are based on expected discharges and
the Bismarck rating curve which is kept current on the basis of frequent
USGSdischarge measurements.
Typical open-water and ice-covered stagedischarge relationships
for this location are given on Plate 10.
The
effect of Garrison release changes upon existing
stages at other locations in the Garrison Dam to Bismarck reach may be estimated from the
Bismarck rating curve.
In general, a mean daily discharge change of
1,000 cfs during the open water season will result in a mean stage
change of about 0.25 foot in the usual range of power plant releases.
With a stabilized
ice cover a stage change of about 0.4 foot will occur
with a discharge change of 1,000 cfs.
Power plant releases from Garrison can have wide fluctuations
7-14.
during any one day as a result of varying power loads.
With daily releases
fluctuating
from zero to the full powerplant capacity,
changes in Garrison
tailwater
elevation of 10 feet or more will occur.
With increasing distances from the dam a diurnal fluctuation
of this type attenuates quite
Under open water conditions
a lo-foot
diurnal fluctuation
in the
rapidly.
Garrison tailwater
is reduced to approximately
four feet (40%) at the
large Basin Electric
and United Power powerplant intakes some 18 miles
below Garrison Dam. At Washburn, 35 miles below Garrison Dam, the associated diurnal fluctuation
may be expected to be about two feet (20% of
the tailwater
fluctuation)
while at Bismarck, located 75 river miles
below the dam, the corresponding diurnal fluctuation
would be about one
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foot (10% of the Garrison tailwater
fluctuation).
Records also indicate
that it requires about 6.5 hours for tailwater
crests and troughs to
travel to the large powerplant intakes.
Corresponding travel time to
Washburn and Bismarck are 13.5 and 28.5 hours respectively,
indicating
an average travel time of these events to be about 2.7 river miles per
hour. Values given above are approximate for open water conditions.
A substantial
ice cover in the reach will result in a marked travel time
increase and will also tend to reduce downstream diurnal fluctuations.
Estimates of diurnal fluctuations
which will occur at downstream locations for any particular
release pattern are possible through use of the
above information
and current tailwater
rating curves.
When making such
estimates consideration
should be given to the fact that, with diurnal
fluctuations
in release rates, the tailwater
will normally not have an
opportunity
to stabilize
at either the maximum or minimum value indicated
by Garrison releases.
For purposes of anticipating
inflows to
Routing Procedures.
7-15.
the Garrison Reservoir a simple translation
of observed or anticipated
upstream flows by the approximate travel time from the upstream location,
as discussed in a previous paragraph, is an adequate routing procedure
for reservoir
regulation
purposes.
This conclusion is based on the
relatively
sluggish characteristics
of inflow hydrographs to the Garrison
Reservoir.
In addition,
the large Garrison storage volumes and associated
regulation
procedures do not require precise definition
of anticipated
The lack of tributary
streamflow information
from a considerable
inflows.
portion of the incremental Fort Peck to Garrison drainage area also precludes such precision.
to translate
the effects
7-16. Routing procedures are also utilized
of upstream tributary
and main stem reservoirs
to the Garrison damsite
in order that the total reservoir
effects at this location may be determined. These procedures are based on travel time to the Garrison damsite which were appropriate
prior to the development of either tributary
A simple lag-average
routing I method is used
or main stem reservoirs.
with coefficients
as given in Table 7 below.
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TABLE 7
Lag-Average
Routing Coefficients
Upstream
Reservoir to Garrison Dam

Average Days

Reservoir

3
5
5
5
5
3
1

Fort Peck
Fresno
Bull Lake
Boysen
Buffalo Bill
Yellowtail
Garrison inflow
Notes:

Lag Days

.

6
10
8
7
7
6
3

1.

Data averaged

2.

Lag given is the number of days from the last
of mean daily values averaged.

3.

Lag rates listed
ing reservoirs.

is at the mean daily

assume non-existence

streamflow

rate.
day

of interven-

Due to the large
7-17. Garrison Reservoir Evaporation Estimates.
surface area, evaporation is an important component of the overall water
budget of the Garrison Reservoir.
An estimate of the daily evaporation
volume is required for developing daily inflow estimates,
as well as for
more precisely
estimating
the effects of reservoir
development upon the
available water supply.
While one means of estimating
daily evaporation
depths is application
of the common 0.7 factor to adjacent pan evaporation measurements, this is not considered reliable
due to the marked
difference
between reservoir
surface temperatures and pan temperatures.
Pan temperatures tend to follow air temperatures fairly
closely,
but
reservoir
surface temperatures lag air temperatures by about one month
and exhibit much less seasonal variation.
MRD-RCCTechnical Report JE-73,
“Reservoir Evaporation Estimates,”
addresses these factors in detail and
recommends the use of a variable pan-to-reservoir
factor.
This factor
for the Garrison Reservoir varies from as little
as 0.14 during periods
when reservoir
surface temperatures are less than air temperatures to as
high as 5.04 when lake surface temperatures materially
exceed air temperatures.
During those portions of the year when pan data are not available,
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utilizing
normal evaporation depths for the season of the year appears
to offer the most practical
means of developing evaporation estimates
for day-to-day regulation
activities.
Reference is made to the cited
Technical Report for further details pertinent
to the development of
evaporation estimates for this project.
This report also recommends
procedures for the adjustment of initial
estimates at the time of detailed
analyses of the effects of the project upon streamflow.
(k)
7-18. The gross evaporation
modified somewhat before being utilized
Garrison project on downstream flows.
sideration
of three other factors:
a.

Precipitation

estimates discussed above must be
to determine the effects of the
This modification
requires con-

upon the reservoir

b. Runoff which would have occurred
by the reservoir.
c.

The original

channel

surface

surface

(PL).

from the land area now covered

area now inundated

by the reservoir.

Proper consideration
of all of the above factors results in a quantity
(E ). Analysis of channel areas
which may be defined as “net evaporation”
in dicates that a reasonable
now inundated by the main stem reservoirs
Similarly,
estimate of this channel area is 10% of the reservoir
area.
over the land areas adjacent to the original
river channel which are now
a reasonable estimate is that 15% of the
inundated by the reservoir,
precipitation
that fell appeared as surface runoff.
Therefore,
the net
evaporation from the reservoir
surface is equal to 90% of the gross
evaporation minus 75% of the precipitation
on the reservoir;
or:
EN = 0.90 EG -0.75

PL

The general orienta7-19. Wind Effects on Water Surface Elevations.
tion of Garrison Reservoir is to the west northwest of the damsite where
the pool level recorder is located.
Winds with a component from this
direction
result in set-up at the dam while a wind component from the
opposite direction
results in set-down.
Plate 24 is a- wind correction
table for the pool level recorder at the dam. An anemometer is located
adjacent to the dam; however, it should be recognized that only approximations of the wind effect on the reported pool l&e1 can be obtained with
these data.
The time required for set-up-to
be fully established,
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variations
in wind velocity
and direction
over the reservoir
surface
and the unrepresentativeness
of the observations
at the dam will all
result in deviations
from calculated values.
Synoptic surface weather
maps may also be used to augment the anemometer and to obtain qualitative wind estimates.
Estimates of inflow to the Garrison
7-20. Daily Inflow Estimates.
Reservoir are made each day for operational
purposes.
The steps involved
consist of the following:
a.
recorder

A plot of hourly
is maintained.

pool elevations

as given by the pool level

reported winds, the set-up or set-down effects are
b. Utilizing
estimated and average lake levels, adjusted for wind, throughout the
past 240hour period are determined.
c. Storage change equivalent
to the estimated
change is determined.
Combining this with reported
evaporation,
an equivalent
inflow is computed.

26hour elevation
releases and estimated

flows are routed to
d. Fort Peck releases and gaged tributary
Garrison Reservoir.
These are combined with estimates of ungaged flow
and precipitation
on the reservoir
surface to obtain an additional
estimate
of reservoir
inflow.
in inflow estimates as determined by c. and d. are
8. Differences
reconciled by judgement and reservoir
level estimates adjusted accordingly.
At times it will be necessary to adjust
f.
the basis of continuing
trends in the lake level
during previous days.

previous day’s data on
which were not evident

Unregulated Flows. Construction
of Garrison Dam, together
7-21.
with the other main stem and tributary
projects
in the basin, has materially
altered flows downstream from the dam. Flood peaks have been reduced and
low flows augmented by reservoir
regulation.
Quantitative
estimates of
the effects of regulation
upon flows at the damsite and important locations immediately downstream are frequently
required.
This represents a
continuing effort
by the Reservoir Control-Center
and involves such factors
as reservoir
evaporation,
precipitation
on the reservoir,
variations
in
travel time resulting
from reservoir
development, channel area inundated
by the reservoir,
runoff that could have been expected from previous
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overbank areas now inundated by the reservoir,
diversions
to the Garrison Irrigation
Project
and storage changes. Details of the required
in the RCC Technical Study S-73, “Unregulated

inflows,
outflows,
(through Lake Audubon)
analyses are contained
Flow Development. ”

In addition to unregulated flows, development of flows at
7-22.
the 1949 level of basin development (prior to construction
of Garrison
DAmand most other water resource developments in the Missouri Basin)
Garrison
represent a continuing
effort
of the Reservoir Control Center.
Dam represents a location where an analysis of such development is made.
This process of deriving
flows for a common base level involves not only
the removal of regulation
effects for post-1949 projects,
but the consideration
of depletion to flow by consumptive use purposes, such as
Reference is made to Section VIII of the Master Manual for
irrigation.
further details of these analyses.
Evaluation of Regulation Effects.
In the evaluation
of the
7-23.
effects of regulation
upon downstream flows in order to obtain flood
the Garrison project is considered to be
damage reduction estimates,
a component of the main stem reservoir
system. Damage reductions
attributable
to regulation
of this individual
project are not differentiated from those resulting
from the six-project
system as a whole.
Details of the evaluation
process are given in Section VIII of the Master
Manual and in other references cited in that publication.
Ice Formation Below Garrison Dam. Optimum regulation
.of
7-24.
the Garrison project involves careful release scheduling during the
winter months at which time the power demand from Garrison is high while
the downstream channel capacity is materially
reduced by the ice cover.
Procedures have been developed to determine the extent of the ice cover
below Garrison, based on the release rate, release water temperature
These procedures are detailed in MRD-RCCTechnical
and air temperature.
Study F-73, “Freezing of the Missouri River Below Garrison Dam,” and
provide guidance for release scheduling from the project through the
winter months and in particular
during the most critical
times which occur
during periods of increasing ice cover.
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SECTION VIII
MULTIPLE-PURPOSEREGULATIONOF GARRISONRESERVOIR
Aspects of multi-purpose
regulation
that are
a-1.
General.
pertinent
to the system as a whole, including planning for this
are discussed in Section IX of the Master Manual. Since
regulation,
continuing development of system operating plans requires coordination
this subject has been explored
of plans for all main stem projects,
thoroughly in the Master Manual and will not be repeated in this, the
Garrison project manual. Rather, the following paragraphs will be
concerned with amplifying
the operational
objectives
and requirements
given in the Master Manual as they are pertinent
to regulation
of the
Garrison project for the functions of irrigation,
navigation,
water
water quality and recreation.
suppy, power, fish and wildlife,
Regulation of the Garrison project for flood control is discussed in
Section IX.

Basis
for Service.
Regulation of the Garrison project must
a-2.
-conform to certain storage provisions
and basic regulation
criteria.
The bottom inactive storage zone of the Garrison Reservoir, or that zone
lying below elevation
1775 ft msl, is to remain permanently filled
with
This insures maintenance of minimum power heads, a minimum level
water.
for the design of irrigation
diversion and water supply facilities,
and a minimum pool for recreation,
fish and wildlife
purposes.
The
top storage zones in the lake, extending above elevation
1850 ft msl,
are provided only for the handling of the largest floods and to insure
safety of the project structures.
These zones are reserved exclusively
for this purpose.
Storage space intermediate
to the upper and lower
zones, extending from 1775 to 1850 ft msl, provides for the multiplepurposes enumerated above as well as for the control of moderate floods.
Use of storage in the upper portion of the intermediate
zone, together
with the upper zones above elevation
1850, allows a high degree of
control of major floods, including those approaching the maximum possible.
8-3.
The following
of the Garrison project:

general

approach is observed during

regulation

a. Regu lation of Garrison as an individual
project must be
subo rdi nate to regu lation of th e entire main stem system as a whole.
will be provided for by evacuating storage
b. Flood control
space to about elevation
1837.5 ft msl prior to March of each year.
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Releases will be such as not to contribute
flo;ing
along the Missouri River between Garrison
Reservoir.
d. All
consumptive

_-

to significant
Dam and the Oahe

irrigation
and other upstream water uses for beneficial
purposes will be served.

e. Releases will be sufficient
to serve irrigation,
water supply
and water quality demands in the reach extending from Garrison Dam
In this connection,
the responsibility
is to
to the Oahe Reservoir.
with downstream users responsible
maintain an adequate flow quantity,
for providing
satisfactory
intake facilities
to divert the needed
water supply.
f. Within the limits designated above, the Garrison project will
participate
in the intrasystem adjustment of releases to achieve
optimum power generation to the degree consistent
with other multiplepurpose uses.
Releases from the reservoir
system to support Missouri River
g*
navigation will be backed up by releases from the Garrison project as
appropriate
to maintain storage reserves in the system at a generally
balanced level.
with the
h. Insofar as possible without serious interference
the Garrison Reservoir will be regulated for maximum benefit
foregoing,
to recreation,
fish and wildlife.
Regulation of the Garrison project for flood
S-4. Flood Control.
control purposes is discussed
in Section IX of this manual and therefore
However, it is evident that
not presented in detail in this Section.
the storage of water during periods of high runoff and subsequent
release during low water periods for other multiple-use
purposes is
compatible with flood control.
Similarly,
water storage for flood
control purposes is generally compatible with multiple-use
regulation
of the project.
When the Garrison Diversion Project becomes
8-S.
Irrigation.
operable, s%ge quantities
of water will be withdrawn from the Garrison
Reservoir through the adjacent Lake Audobon. These withdrawals will
be controlled
entirely
by the Bureau of Reclamation.
Corps of Engineers
regulation
responsibilities
in this connection will be limited to
utilizing
the daily withdrawal data in the determination
of reservoir
inflows and in deriving estimates of the actual available water supply.
If other major irrigation
withdrawals directly
from the Garrison
Reservoir should occur, similar regulation
responsibilities
would be
involved.
At this time only three private irrigators
obtain water from
the reservoir
to irrigate
about 600 acres.
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.

Considerable irrigation
is served by withdrawals from the
8-6.
Missouri River in the reach extending from Garrison Dam to the Oahe
Reservoir.
With the exception of the Fort Clark project in the
vicinity
of Stanton, North Dakota, irrigation
intakes are of a portable
nature, located on sand bars or along the river bank and are not
capable of operating over a wide range of river stages without relocation.
With very low river stages access to the water at some intake locations
becomes extremely difficult,
even though the available flow adjacent
to the intake location may be many times that needed for irrigation.
criteria
contemplates minimum
Consequently, although current regulation
daily releases in the 6,000 cfs range, mean daily releases of 10,000 cfs
or less for any extended period of time during the irrigation
season are
avoided unless the need for such low project outflows is a critical
Long range regulation
studies based on the
factor in system regulation.
current level of water resource development indicate that mean monthly
Garrison releases of at least 10,000 cfs can be made at all times.
However, if resource development proceeds as expected during the next
fifty
years, maintenance of a 10,000 cfs mean daily rate will eventually
become impossible during extended periods of well below normal water supply.
Major fluctuations
in mean daily releases from day-to-day during the
irrigation
season require relocation
of the portable intakes, either to
maintain access or to prevent pumps from being flooded; therefore,
frequent wide fluctuations
in daily rates are avoided.
When a significant change in the prevailing
level of releases becomes necessary,
irrigators
below Garrison Dam are given advance notification
by Garrison
project personnel.
Water Supply and Quality
Control.
In addition to the
s-7.
---irrigation-intakes
discussed in the preceding paragraph, there are
several intakes serving municipalities,
thermal electric
plants and
industrial
uses in the reach extending from Garrison Dam to the
These intakes have reported problems
headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir.
in obtaining water in a few instances in past years.
These problems
have been associated with inadequate intake levels or sandbar formations
flow in the river.
adjacent to the intake, rather than insufficient
In order to minimize intake problems without unduly penalizing
the
hydropower operation,
the minimum release values listed in Table 8
have been established:
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TABLE 8
Minimum Garrison

Duration4 - hours
8 - hours
12 - hours
24 - hours

Releases
for Water Supply
-

Condition
--Open Water
Downstream Ice Cover
-2,000
3,400
6,000
6,000

cfs
cfs
cfs
cfs

0 cfsl/

1,000 cfs
4,000 cfs

the mean daily release exceeds 12,000 cfs the ice-covered
--l/If
restrictions
can be eased and a duration of up to nine hours of zero
flow can be tolerated.
Observations and studies for this reach of the river are continuing
to determine if the above restrictions
can be modified.
Due to the
high quality of the water stored in Garrison Reservoir,
and the lack
of major pollution
sources in the reach below the dam, minimum releases
required for water supply purposes are also adequate for water quality
control.
8-8.
In future years the Garrison Reservoir is expected to be a
source of water for development of nearby coal fields.
Withdrawal
facilities
are expected to be operable through the entire range of pool
levels above the top of the inactive
storage zone, elevation
1775.
As a consequence, it would not now appear that this development will effect
regulation
beyond consideration
of its depleting effect upon the
available water supply.

All Garrison releases are re-regulated
by downstream
8-3. --A--Navigation.
main stem reservoirs
prior to serving the system’s navigation
function.
of Garrison for this function consists
Consequently, the regulation
primarily
of backing up the downstream projects’
navigation
releases.
This is not a day-by-day regulation
consideration,
but a long term
operation,
approaching an annual water scheduling matter.
Power Production.
s-10.
Hydroelectric
power generated by the
---Garrison project is integrated
with the power generated by the other
main stem projects and many other public and private generation facilities
in the Missouri Basin and surrounding areas.
To the extent practical
all releases from the Garrison project
are made through the power plant.
Since the Garrison power plant came on the line in 1960, through 1976,
there has been only one year, 1975, that any significant
release has
occurred other than through the power plant.
Even in the large
runoff of 1975, during which flood-season runoff above Garrison Dam
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was the greatest in the available
record period extending back to
1898, releases bypassing the power plant were less than 12 percent of
the total annual release.
A supplementary release is occasionally
required for test and maintenance purposes durkng normal operation;
however, such outflows during any year represent only a very minute
fraction
of total releases.
While hourly loadings of the Garrison power plant are
8-11.
scheduled by the Western Area Power Administration’s
system power dispatcher in Watertown, South Dakota, these loadings must be within limits
prescribed by the Corps of Engineers.
These limits are developed on
the basis of daily as well as hourly releases required to serve
functions other than power.
Due to changing power loads during the
day, releases often fluctuate
widely between zero at times when
demand is light up to the full power plant capacity in the 35,000
to 40,000 cfs range during the heavy load hours.
Further discussion
on power scheduling is presented in the Master Manual.
During years of normal or below normal water supply there
8-12.
will also be a seasonal variation
in Garrison power releases, reflecting
the concurrent service being provided other functions as well as the
seasonal nature of power demand. During the navigation
season relatively
large releases are required from the lower-most reservoir
of the main
stem system (Gavins Point) for navigation.
These are normally backed up
by correspondingly
large releases from the Fort Randall, Big Bend and
Oahe projects,
since relatively
little
inflow usually originates
from
the Oahe-Gavins Point portion of the basin during the navigation
season.
These large releases generate substantial
amounts of power leaving only
a relatively
small portion of the firm power loads to be served by the
upstream Garrison and Fort Peck projects.
Consequently, low releases
from Garrison will satisfy all system functions.
During the winter
months when navigation
is not possible,
releases from the downstream
reservoirs
are usually restricted
to less than one-half their navigation season level due to the reduced capacity of the ice-covered
Missouri River channel.
Winter is also the season of peak firm power
demands over a large portion of the system’s marketing area.
Consequently, Garrison releases during the winter season are often
at the maximum rate consistent
with the ice-covered channel capacity
from the dam downstream to below Bismarck, North Dakota.
Flat-load
releases at near full Garrison power plant capacity are not unusual
after the winter ice-cover stabilizes.
Fish and Wildlife.
5-13.
Regulation of the Garrison project for
fishery purposes largely involves pool level manipulations
which will
provide a suitable environment for the spawning and initial
::rowth of
game and forage fish.
Stationary
or rising reservoir
levels through
the late-hIarch to early-July
period are desirable for this purpose.
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some species such as the northern pike require the
Additionally,
inundation of terrestial
vegetation during late March and April for a
suitable spawning habitat.
Providing such conditions
becomes rather
complex and difficult
considering
typical runoff and regulation
requirements for other purposes.
Since prolonged inundation destroys
terrestial
vegetation,
it can only be re-established
by lowering and
maintaining
the Garrison pool below the vegetative
zone for an
extended length of time during the growing season. The growing season
coincides with the March-July flood season; therefore,
maintenance
of lowered pool levels to establish vegetation becomes practical
only
when inflows during this period are well below normal.
After terrestial
vegetation is established,
successful spawning requires that it be
inundated during the late-March through April pike spawning period.
In view ef the typical
Garrison regulation
pattern,
with pool levels
lowered through the fall and winter months after the end of the growing
season, inundation of terrestial
vegetation
established
during the
preceding year prior to the end of April is not practical
unless well
above normal runoff from plains snowmelt occurs at the time.
Due to
the difficulties
involved, pool level manipulations
of Garrison
Reservoir specifically
designed to enhance spawning of northern pike
have not been possible up to this time.
However, the possibility
of
this type of regulation
during future years when runoff conditions
are
should be recognized.
appropriate,
S-14. ---.I___
Recreation.
Water based recreation
upon Garrison Reservoir
is dependent on the constructed access facilities.
Boat ramps constructed
around the perimeter of the project have top elevations
extending from
1850 to 1858 ft msl and bottom elevations
from 1824.5 to 1540.5 ft msl.
Insofar as practical,
consistent
with the water supply, other functions,
and conditions
in the other main stem projects,
Garrison Reservoir
levels will be scheduled to provide continued access to the reservoir
area for recreational
use. Boating on the Missouri River below Garrison
Dam is also a popular recreational
activity
during the summer months.
Diurnal fluctuations
in release rates resulting
from power peaking
operations have not had a reported significant
adverse effect on this
type of activity.
Afternoon and evening power releases are usually
high, coinciding
with the time most pleasure boating occurs.
At
Bismarck, where the greatest amount of river boating is concentrated,
diurnal power release fluctuations
are attenuated to a large extent.
Extended very low flows, particularly
during weekend periods, adversely
affects pleasure boating.
S-15. ---Release
As discussed in the Master Manual,
-----Scheduling.
scheduling of releases from the Garrison project,
as well as all other
main stem reservoir
projects,
is normally based on continuing
studies
by the Reservoir Control Center in which all functional
requirements,
including flood control,
are considered.
These studies are made at
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maximum intervals
of one month and incorporate
current conditions
with the most recent estimates of future runoff as expressed in terms
Service to
of forecast inflow to the individual
reservoir
projects.
all authorized
functions
receives consideration
including
current
projections
of power demands and navigation
requirements.
The frequency
perhaps resulting
in modifications
of the Garrison
of these studies,
release level, is increased when previously
unanticipated
inflows occur
An example
that may have a substantial
effect on system regulation.
of these studies is included in the Annual Operating Plan, published
each year as described in the Master Manual.

Reservoir regulation
orders, furnished by the Reservoir
8-16.
Control Center over the interoffice
teletype
system to operating perare the basis of scheduling daily
sonnel at the Garrison project,
Since exact power demands cannot be
releases from the project.
regulation
orders frequently
allow a specified
variation
anticipated,
from the scheduled mean daily release rate.
Hourly patterning
of the
mean daily release rate within limits prescribed
by the Reservoir
Control Center, is determined by the Bureau of Reclamation through
scheduling of hourly power production
from the Garrison project.
Long-term regulation
studies extending through the period
8-17.
of available
hydrologic
record are conducted without the benefit of
forecasts of subsequent runoff.
In these studies Garrison release
rates during the March-July flood season are largely defined by the
accumulation of storage in the combined Fort Peck and Garrison projects
during periods the reservoir
system and each project in the system are
Table 9 is an approximation
to the
near normal operating
levels.
developed criteria
applicable
to the 1375 level of water resource
development . As such, it may be used as a guide to scheduling Garrison
with modifications
based on anticipated
needs and available
releases,
forecasts.
TABLE 9
Approximate
--------- Garrison

Release Rates Based on -

Fort Peck Plus Garrison Storage, ---3fillion
AF
1
April
1
Flay
1
June
1
July
,1
August
32.2
33.2
36.6

32.2
33.8
36.6

32.2
34.2
37.6

36.0
38.3
39.6

37.0
38.9
40.6

Long-Term Analyses
Garrison
Releases
15,000 cfs

?S,OOO cfs
38,000
cfs

SECTION IX - FLOODCONTROLREGULATION
OF GARRISONRESERVOIR

9-l.
Objectives of Flood Control Regulation.
The flood control
regulation
objectives
of the Garrison project are:
(1) to coordinate
regulation
of Garrison Reservoir with the regulation
of the other main
stem reservoirs
on the Missouri River to prevent runoff from the drainage basin above Garrison Dam from contributing
to damaging flows
through the lower reaches of the Missouri River; (2) to utilize
available storage space in the best possible manner to prevent or reduce
flooding in the reach from Garrison Dam to the Oahe Resewior.
The
first
objective
given is the primary flood control objective
for the
main stem system as a whole.
As a consequence, it is discussed in
detail in the Master Manual. The primary discussion in this manual concerns regulation
geared to reduce flooding along the Missouri River
immediately below Garrison Dam.
9-2. Method of Flood Control Regulation.
In general, the developed
method of regulation
of Garrison Reservoir may be classified
as Method C
defined in EM 1110-2-3600.
This represents a combination of the maximum
beneficial
use of the available
storage space in Garrison Reservoir during each flood event with regulation
procedures based on the control of
floods of approximate project design magnitude.
Storage Space Available
for Flood Control Regulation.
During
9-3.
any specific
flood event all available
space in the Garrison Reservoir
will be utilized
to the maximum extent practicable
for flood control
The control of floods will be combined with regulation
for
purposes.
other beneficial
water uses. Storage space allocated for flood control
in the reservoir
totals 5.8 million acre-feet.
Of this 1.S million
acrefeet is exclusive flood control storage space, to be utilized
only during
unusually large flood season inflows.
The remainder is annual flood
control and multiple-use
storage space that will be filled
seasonally
to the extent allowed by flood control considerations
and the amount of
inflow in excess of current requirements for other purposes.
Surcharge
storage space has also been provided in the Garrison Reservoir, the only
purpose being to insure the safety of the Garrison project;
however, its
utilization
will usually provide some downstream flood reductions during
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extreme f load events.
Carryover storage space in the reservoir,
when
evacuated, will also serve the flood control
function although deliberate evacuation of this space to serve flood control will not be
scheduled.
9-4. As discussed in the Master Manual, replacement flood control
storage space has been provided in certain tributary
reservoirs
upstream from Fort Peck Dam. There is reasonably firm assurance that in
years of large runoff from the total drainage area above Garrison Dam
(including
the drainage area above Fort Peck Dam) that the replacement
storage space in these tributary
reservoirs
will be utilized
for the
control of main stem floods . Due to the relative
ease of transferring
storage between the main stem projects,
including Fort Peck to Garrison or
of existing
tributary
replacement storage
vice versa, the availability
space allows regulation
of the Garrison Reservoir at higher levels than
would be possible with a strict
adherence to specified flood control
storage allocations
given in this manual.
Essentially,
tributary
replacement flood control storage space is utilized
to replace a corresponding amount of the annual flood control and multiple-use
space in the main
stem system, including such space in the Garrison Reservoir.
9-5. Operations of some tributary
reservoir
projects constructed
in recent years in the drainage area above Garrison Dam without specific
allocations
of replacement flood control storage space can also have an
effect on the amount of annual flood control and multiple-use
space
evacuated from the Garrison Reservoir prior to any specific
flood season.
At times these tributary
reservoirs
are drawn well below their deliberate
fill
level prior to the flood season. Efficient
basin water resources
management requires that the status of storage in all upstream tributary
reservoirs
be considered to the extent practicable,
and to the extent
that filling
of tributary
storage during the flood season is reasonably
assured, in regulation
of the Garrison project.
9-6.
Flow Regulation Devices.
Releases from the Garrison Reservoir
may be made through the Garrison power plant, outlet works and the spillway. Normally discharge through the power plant will be used to the
fullest
extent possible in order to achieve the maximum economic return
The discharge capacity of the power plant ranges
from the project.
up to 38,000 cfs.
When it is necessary to release at rates greater than
the power plant is capable of maintaining,
the outlet tunnels, which are
capable of passing almost 100,000 cfs, will be used. If still
higher
releases are required,
they must be made over the spillway,
which has a
capacity of 827,000 cfs at maximum storage levels.
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General Plan of Flood Regulation.
9-7.
of the Garrison Reservoir to meet the stated
consideration
of the following
factors:
a. Coordination
with the regulation
tributary
reservoirs

Flood control regulation
objectives
is brsed on

of flood control regulation
of Garrison Reservoir
of the other main stem reservoirs
and upstream
as described in Section X of the Master Manual.

b. Channel capacity through the reach of the Missouri
Garrison Dam to the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir.

River from

runoff from the incremental
c. Observed and anticipated
area between Garrison Dam and the headwaters of Oahe.
d.
8.
storage

Observed and anticipated
Space currently
available
of future runoff.

Release requirements
f.
than flood control.

inflows
within

to the Garrison
Garrison

from the Garrison

drainage

Reservoir.

and Fort Peck for

project

for purposes other

applicable
to most of the main
9-8. The general plan of regulation
stem reservoirs
including Garrison is based on having the flood control
storage space evacuated prior to the beginning of the March-July flood
season. Flood season inflows that are in excess of the current multipleuse requirements are deliberately
impounded in the annual flood control
and multiple-use
storage space until such time there is reasonable
assurance that adequate reserves are stored to satisfy multiple-use
requirements to the beginning of the next flood season without drawdown
into the carryover zone of storage.
This deliberate
storage for future
multiple use also serves the flood control function.
Following the time
that an adequate supply of multiple-use
storage is reasonably assured,
releases in excess of current multiple-use
requirements are made as a
storage evacuation measure when they are not anticipated
to contribute
to significant
downstream flooding.
Local Flood
Bismarck, North Dakota, is
9-9.
. Control Constraints.
the principal
location where flood damages are likely to occur in the
reach extending from Garrison Dam to Oahe. Prior to 1976, the Bismarck
flood stage was 19 feet.
However, extensive bottom land development,
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encouraged in part by the flood protection
provided by the main stem
resulted in the flood stage being lowered to 16 feet by
reservoirs,
the National Weather Service in 1976. Damage, initially
confined to
bottom land access, occurs if the Bismarck stage exceeds about 13 feet.
Consequently, a primary flood control regulation
objective
of the
Garrison project is preventing the Bismarck stage from materially
exceeding 13 feet at all times there is a reserve of vacant annual flood
control and multiple-use
storage space in the Garrison Reservoir.
#When
encroachment into the exclusive flood control space occurs or is anticipated, target Bismarck stages may be increased up to the established
flood stage of 16 feet, dependent upon analyses of probable future run-,
off above Garrison Dam and storage evacuation requirements.
With encroachment into the surface zone, Bismarck stages in excess of 16 feet
will probably be necessary, with Garrison releases and resultant
downstream stages dependent upon the degree of encroachment and anticipated
future inflows to the Garrison Reservoir.
Y-10. Open water channel capacity corresponding to a Bismarck
stage of 13 feet is now about 58,000 cfs, well above the full Garrison
power plant capacity of 38,000 cfs.
Therefore,
with an ice-free
Missouri
requirements
will
restrict
Garrison
River channel, local flood control
power releases
only if unusually heavy runoff should occur in the drainage area between Garrison Dam and the headwaters of Oahe. However, the
ice covered Missouri River channel capacity at a stage of 13 feet at
Bismarck never materially
exceeds the Garrison power plant release
capacity,
and is as low as 20,000 cfs during initial
ice formation.
The
Knife River is the only tributary
of consequence entering the Missouri
River between Garrison Dam and the primary damage center of Bismarck
although high flows from the Heart River could contribute
to bottomland
flooding along the Missouri River immediately below Bismarck.
Flows
on these streams are monitored during periods of significant
tributary
runoff in order that Garrison releases can be restricted
as deemed
necessary.
The main period of large inflows between Garrison Dam and
9-11.
the Oahe Reservoir is during the early spring season when melt of snow
accumulated during the winter and ice-breakup on streams occur.
In
exceptionally
large snowmelt runoff years, such as occurred in 1950
and 1952, incremental
flows from the tributaries
alone could exceed the
channel capacity in the Bismarck vicinity,
particularly
if the Missouri
River channel is ice-covered at the time of tributary
runoff.
Rainfall
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runoff alone will seldom require reductions in release to less than
the Garrison power plant capacity.
Such runoff can be expected only
when the Missouri River is free of ice.
Experience indicates that
annual tributary
crest flows in this region resulting
only from rainfall are usually much smaller than annual crests resulting
from snowmelt.
When large tributary
crests do occur as a result of rainfall
they attenuate rapidly within the Missouri River channel.
For example,
the maximum flow of record from the Knife River occurred in ‘June 1966
when a crest of 35,300 cfs was observed at Hazen, North Dakota. However, coincident
mean daily flows at Bismarck were less than 10,000
cfs greater than the Garrison release contributions
at the time.
Ice formation through the reach from Garrison Dam to the
9-12.
Oahe Reservoir occurs every year.
As active formation occurs, channel
capacities
are materially
reduced, particularly
at the head of the
Experience indicates
that during the time an ice
forming ice cover.
cover forms in the Bismarck area, coincident
Garrison releases should
be at 20,000 cfs or less to prevent Bismarck stages from materially
exceeding 13 feet.
Local lowland flooding has also occurred in other
areas of this reach, as a result of ice formation,
particularly
if the
ice formation is proceeding at a rapid rate such as occurs when
In most
extremely cold temperatures are accompanied by high winds.
years the ice formation period through this reach of the river is the
most critical
insofar as flood control regulation
of the Garrison project
for local conditions
is concerned.
After the ice cover forms, stabilization
9-13.
of the ice cover,
a smoothing of its undersurface and an increase in channel capacity occurs.
With a continuing
ice cover at Bismarck, Garrison releases can be
gradually increased by 500 to 1,000 cfs per day up to near the power
plant capacity of 38,000 cfs without materially
exceeding a stage of 13
feet.
Increased release scheduling must be based on careful observations of Bismarck stages and effects of previous release increases upon
these stages.
Also involved is a field reconnaissance of river and ice
These
conditions
throughout the reach by Garrison project personnel.
inspections
are made several times a week during the period of active
ice formation.
Since the Garrison project has been in operation,
ice break9-14.
up below the dam to the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir has been
orderly with no high water problems.
Observations indicate that the
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ice melts from the river progressively
downstream from the dam. Garrison release reductions coincident
with this melt are not necessary.
However, as previously
discussed, on occasion appreciable
snowmelt on
the Knife and Heart Rivers will occur while the Missouri River at
Bismarck is still
ice covered.
With such conditions,
a reduction in
Garrison releases is necessary to prevent flows in the Bismarck vicinity
from exceeding the 35,000 to 40,000 cfs range or stages from materially
exceeding 13 feet.
9-15.
Coordinated System Flood Control Regulation.
The main stem
system of reservoirs,
of which Garrison Reservoir is an integral
component, is regulated to reduce flooding to the maximum degree practical
along the Missouri River below the system. Long range release scheduling from the Garrison project is based on studies performed by the
Reservoir Control Center which project system operations from the current
date through the succeeding 6-18 months. All factors listed in paragraph 9-7 are considered to the extent possible in these studies.
Such
studies are made at a maximum interval
of one month as new estimates of
future inflows are developed.
If conditions
change materially
from
those anticipated
in the monthly studies, additional
within-month
studies
are made. The published Annual Operating Plan for the Missouri River
Main Stem Reservoirs,
discussed in the Master Manual, is based on one
of these studies.
Deviations from the published plan are based on the
results of subsequent monthly (or more frequent)
studies.
Details of
flood control regulation
procedures applicable
to the system of reservoirs
are given in Section X of the Master Manual.
9-16.
Exclusive Flood Control Regulation Techniques.
The Garrison
Reservoir will usually be operated at an elevation of 1850 ft msl or
lower.
However, occasionally
flood inflows will be of such magnitude
that encroachment into the exclusive flood control zone above elevation
1850 will occur.
Consequential actions will be dependent upon conditions
existing or anticipated
in the other reservoirs
in the main stem system.
If a portion of the annual flood control and multiple use space is
vacant in Fort Peck Reservoir and is expected to remain vacant, an
obvious action is to reduce Fort Peck releases to the minimum consistent
with all functions being served.
If exclusive flood control space is
being utilized
in all reservoirs,
action will be on the basis of the
studies described in the preceding paragraphs, with system releases and
the balance of exclusive storage scheduled in each reservoir
of the
system as defined by procedures discussed in the Master Manual. Generally
these procedures recognize the desirability
of maintaining
somewhat more
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vacant storage space in the lower reservoirs
than in Fort Peck and
Garrison, since this storage distribution
provides more and better
opportunities
for controlling
downstream floods at the major damage
centers.
9-17. At times encroachment into the Garrison exclusive flood
control space will occur or will be anticipated
when ample annual
flood control storage space remains vacant in the downstream Oahe and
Fort Randall projects.
Normally when this occurs Garrison releases
will be maintained at full power plant capacity in an effort
to
transfer the excess storage downstream while at the same time obtaining the maximum practical
power revenue for the Government. However,
significant
encroachment into the exclusive flood control space will
require releases in excess of the power plant capacity in order that
a storage space reserve can be maintained for future flood inflows.
Regulation curves shown on Plate 24 serve as a guide for defining
releases at such times.
These curves relate pool elevation and inflows
to releases.
The curves applicable
to plains snowmelt and rainfall
floods recognize the relatively
sharp hydrographs typical of this type
of inflow while the mountain snowmelt curves are based on the relatively
long recession characteristics
of this type of flood event.
9-18. As discussed above, these curves serve only as a guide for
possible regulation,
since they are based on typical recession hydrographs for the particular
types of floods indicated.
Final release
selection could be greater or less than indicated by the curves and
would be based on anticipated
inflows,
the effects
of release through
downstream reaches, and the anticipated
maximum pool level of the
Garrison Reservoir.
Surcharge Regulation Techniques.
9-19.
During exceptionally
large
flood inflows all available
flood control storage space may be utilized
and the Garrison Reservoir may rise into the surcharge zone above elevation 1854 ft msl. Since the primary reason for providing surcharge
space was to insure the safety of Garrison Dam, and since real estate
surrounding the reservoir
has in general not been acquired above elevation 1855 ft msl, significant
surcharge encroachment should be allowed
only when necessary to prevent extensive downstream damage or if unprecedented flood inflows occur.
When reservoir
levels approach and are
expected to exceed elevation
1854, maintenance of a Bismarck stage

.

at 13 feet or less no longer is the essential
criterion.
Prior to
allowing the reservoir
level to exceed elevation
1855 (one foot of
surcharge storage) releases should be based on maintaining
a Bismarck
stage at the level of 16 feet, the established
flood stage.
At the
present time this corresponds to a flow of about 80,000 cfs.
Therefore, with an allowance for moderate incremental
inflows,
Garrison out&
flows in the 75,000 cfs range should be scheduled whenever it appears
probable that such releases are required to prevent
the reservoir
level from rising more than one foot into the surcharge zone.
9-20.
Emergency Regulation.
Rapid communication is usually available between the Reservoir Control Center and operating personnel of
the Garrison project.
When communications are interrupted
for any
extended period of time, project personnel will be required to continue
regulation,
as discussed in Section V. Exhibit B of this manual outlines the emergency procedures to be followed.
In general, these
procedures are such that they will continue service to multiple-use
functions through the period of communications failure
at the approximate level prevailing
prior to the communications outage, when Garrison
inflows continue at previously
anticipated
levels.
These emergency
procedures also allow for increased inflows,
up to those occurring
in maximum possible floods as developed for spillway design purposes.
9-21.
Emergency regulation
curves included with Exhibit B were
developed by the method described in EM 1110-Z-3600.
The rainfall
and plains snowmelt curves assumes a Ts value of five days, with this
value selected on the basis of the recession curve of the maximum
possible early-spring
flood.
The relatively
steep recession rate is
believed to be quite characteristic
of rainfall
floods and plains snowmelt floods that can be expected to cause high inflows during the
March-April
flood season.
During the May-July period, large volumes of inflow to the
9-22.
Garrison project will usually result from mountain snow-melt, augmented
at times by general rains over the contributing
area.
Such floods
have a slow recession rate (when compared with floods originating
from
plains area snowmelt or only from an unusually large rainstorm).
Consequently, a T, value of 15 days, characteristic
of mountain snowmelt
flood recession,
was utilized
for the emergency cures applicable
during the mountain snowmelt period on the basis that this is the most
probable flood type occurring at the time.
However, mountain snowmelt
runoff could on occasion be augmented by an unusually heavy rainstorm
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having a much steeper recession than snowmelt along.
Since, under
emergency conditions,
such information
probably would not be available
to project personnel, release rate increases are restricted
in a manner
that will compensate for an actual recession rate being steeper than
the rate assumed in development of the regulation
curves.
When unprecedented flood inflows occur, or if reservoir
9-23.
levels exceed or are expected to exceed elevation
1855, the regulation
curves given with the emergency instructions,
Exhibit B, should be used
as a guide for release scheduling.
These regulation
curves relate
reservoir
levels and inflows to suggested releases, with the suggested
release being based on typical hydrograph recession rates for the season,
similar to the exclusive flood control regulation
curves previously
described.
Responsibility
for Application
of Regulation Techniques.
As
9-23.
described in Section VI of the Master Manual, the Missouri River Division
Reservoir Control Center is responsible
for and directs all regulation,
including flood control regulation,
of Garrison and the other main stem
reservoirs.
Instructions
to assure continuation
of Garrison regulation
during periods of communication failure
between the project and the
Reservoir Control Center are given in Exhibit B of this, the Garrison
Manual.
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SECTION X - EXAMPLESOF GARRISONREGULATION

X-A.

Historical

Regulation

Garrison Storage Accumulation.
10-l.
Closure of Garrison Dam was
made in April 1953, beginning the accumulation of storage in the associated reservoir.
However, it was not until 1955 that an appreciable
volume of water was stored in preparation
for the first
power unit coming
on line in 1956. Runoff originating
above Garrison Dam was generally
well below normal during the 1954-1961 period and continuing initial
fill
of the carry over multiple-use
space proceeded quite slowly.
Since 1961
runoff from this drainage area has ranged from near normal to well above
fill
of the reservoir
proceeded
normal and, following that year, initial
at a more rapid rate.
Plates 26 and 27 illustrate
the levels of Garrison
Reservoir that have occurred since initial
fill
of the minimum pool (eievation 1775 ft msl) occurred in late 195s. From this plate it is evident
that the carry-over
multiple use zone of the reservoir
(elevation
1837.S
ft msl) was first
filled
in 1965. Exclusive flood control storage space
was utilized
in both 1969 (maximum reservoir
level at elevation 1850.8)
and 1975 (maximum reservoir
level at elevation
1854.8).
The year 1975
was the only occasion when accumulated storage exceeded that allocated
for flood control and other beneficial
uses.
10-2. Plate 26 and 27 also illustrate
the annual variation
in the
levels of the Garrison Reservoir since 1954. A minimum level usually
Throughout most of the March-July flood season,
occurs in late winter.
storage accumulates in the lake provided upstream runoff is not extremely
deficient.
From late July, extending through most of the winter season,
storage is evacuated to serve multiple-purpose
needs and to provide space
for the control of runoff that can be expected during the succeeding flood
season.
Experienced mean monthly releases from
10-3. Garrison Releases.
the Garrison project are shown on plates 26 and 27. It is evident that,
with one exception, mean monthly project outflows have been less than
40,000 cfs.
The exception occurred in 1975 when June, July and August
releases averaged 40,100 cfs, 61,800 cfs, and 54,100 cfs respectively.
These record high outflows were coincident
with the maximum observed
Respective maximum mean daily outflows during
levels of the reservoir.
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these three months of 1975 were 50,000 cfs, 65,200 cfs, and QS,lOO cfs.
Since the first
Garrison power unit became operational
in 1956, mean
daily releases in excess of the full power plant capacity of about 38,000
cfs occurred only during the three months of 1975 discussed above. Mean
daily releases as low as 5,000 cfs have been recorded.
However, since
early 1956 when Garrison power production began, mean daily releases
less than 6,000 cfs have not occurred, except on one occasion in 1962
when the daily outflow was 5,800 cfs.
of Garrison releases have been very wide
10-4. Diuranal fluctuations
except during those periods when mean daily releases approached or
exceeded the discharge capability
of the power plant.
Hourly releases
during one day varying from zero, in the morning hours of light power
demand, up to the full power plant capability
of 38,000 cfs later in the
day, when power demands are high, occur frequently
in all seasons of the
year.
The historical
effects of Garrison
10-s. Regulation Effects.
regulation,
as well as regulation
provided by upstream reservoirs,
upon
mean monthly flows at the Garrison-damsite
are illustrated
on plates-26
and 27. Mean monthly unregulated flows shown on these plates are the
developed estimates of flows at the damsite if none of the upstream
including Garrison, had been in operation.
projects,
Mean daily maximum
and minimum flows for each year of the 1954-1976 period for regulated
(observed) and unregulated conditions
are given on Table la- Further dis
cussion of the regulation
provided at the Garrison damsite during particular
years is contained in succeeding paragraphs and in the discussio
of system regulation
given in the Master Manual.
10-6.
Runoff originating
from the drainage area
1961 Regulation.
above Garrison Dam during 1961 totaled about 9 million
acre-feet
(1949
water resources development level),
less than one-half of the long-term
average.
Less annual runoff has been recorded
only in 1931 since
records
began in 1898. Therefore,
the regulation
provided in 1961 is
an example of flow supplementation
resulting
from the operation of
Garrison and other upstream projects.
Actual mean daily flows (releases)
and the corresponding unregulated flows at Garrison dam site are shown
on Plate 28. From this plate it is evident that, during the late summer
season, flows at this location would have been extremely low except for
storage released from upstream reservoirs.
Development of water resources
has continued since 1961 and, if the runoff experienced in 1961 were to
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TABLE 10
Annual Extreme Mean Daily
Missouri

Year
1954
19ss
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
197s
1976

River at Garrison

Mean Daily
Regulated
Maximum Minimum
38.4
45.4
36.7
2S.7
30.8
21.1
20.9
28.9
31.8
30.9
31.0
38.4
31.1
37.9
36.4
39.1
36.9
39.3
38.8
30.7
30.6
65.2
39.1

Flows

Dam, North Dakota
Flow, 1,000 cfs
Unregulated
Maximum Minimum
96
76
113
109
72
118
171
57
110
120
214
135
48
170
122
110
121
120
182
65
14s
176
99

6.0
4.9
5.4
8.0
6.0
8.8
6.1
6.1
5.8
6.0
6.0
9.6
8.0
7.5
7.9
11.6
12.0
17.1
11.4
13.9
6.0
14.8
13.4

x-3

2
3
7
4
2
4
3
0
5
2
3
6
2
3
3
S
1
S
6
3
2
s
3

occur at the present time, an extended period of negligible
unregulated
flows would result . This indicates
that water resource development has
proceeded to the extent that storage is required to supply resource
development requirements as well as maintaining
a live stream below
Garrison Dam. The levels of Garrison Reservoir during 1961 are shown
on Plate 26. From this plate it is evident that a withdrawal of about
ten feet of storage from this project occurred during the year.
Storage
from other upstream projects was also required for maintenance of the
regulated flows, with the upstream Fort Peck Reservoir lowered about 17
feet during the year.
10-7.
1964 Regulation.
Unregulated mean daily flows at the Garrison
damsite during 1964 crested at 214,500 cfs, the greatest unregulated
crest that has occurred at this location since regulation
of the Garrison
provided by upstream
project began. Were it not for the regulation
reservoirs,
a Bismarck stage approaching 23 feet, 10 feet higher than
the non-damaging target stage now utilized
for regulation
purposes, could
have been expected to occur, with corresponding severe flood damages.
Actual mean daily Garrison outflows at the time of this unregulated crest
were about 25,000 cfs, as illustrated
on Plate 29, representing
a crest
flow reduction of 190,000 cfs and a Bismarck stage reduction of over 14
Garrison levels during this flood period are shown on Plate 26.
feet.
It is evident that this flood presented no regulation
problems at the
In fact, throughout 1964 Garrison regulation
was based
Garrison project.
on maintaining
only minimum releases necessary for downstream water requireis illustrative
of that usually occurring
ments. The 1964 regulation
with total contributary
flood season runoff volumes not appreciably
above the long-term average, even though unusually large crest runoff
amounts may occur.
1967 Regulation.
Flood season runoff occurring from the Fort
10-8.
Peck to Garrison drainage area during the June-July period of 1967 was
the largest since initiation
of the comprehensive stream gaging program
in about 1930, as described in Section II of this manual. Combined with
large amounts of runoff from this reach of the river was well above normal
runoff throughout the remainder of the main stem drainage area and severe
flood inflows to the Missouri River below the system of reservoirs.
Damages prevented by the Garrison project and the other main stem reservoirs during this flood period approached 250 million dollars.
AS
indicated on Plate 26, the maximum Garrison Reservoir level was below
elevation 1850, or within the annual flood control
zone. The effects of
regulation
during this flood at the Garrison damsite, as illustrated
by
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unregulated flows and actual Garrison releases are shown on Plate 30.
Garrison releases through the flood period were within the power plant
capacity and eliminated
all damage through the immediate downstream
area.
10-9.
1972 Regulation.
As discussed in Section II, an unusually
large amount of plains snowmelt runoff originated
from the Fort PeckGarrison drainage area during March 1972. By the end of March the level
of Garrison Reservoir had risen to elevation
1848, within two feet of the
exclusive flood control zone as shown on Plate 27. In anticipation
of
above-normal runoff from above Garrison Dam during succeeding-months,
Garrison releases were increased to about full power plant capacity
near the end of March, after a marked reduction-in
releases in mid-March
to compensate for the large Knife River flows centering the Missouri
River below Garrison Dam. Maintenance of near full power plant output
through most of June resulted in a crest reservoir
level of elevation
1849, within the annual flood control zone. Effects of reservoir
regulation upon unregulated flows at the Garrison damsite during 1972 are shown on Plate 31.
10-10.
197s
Flood season runoff (March-July) originat. Regulation.
ing in the drainage area above the Garrison Dam during 1975 was the
greatest experienced since runoff records began in 1898, as described
in Section II of this manual. While the unregulated crest flow or
175,000 cfs at the Garrison damsite was relatively
small in relation
to the total volume of runoff that occurred, the unusual aspect was
the sustained high unregulated flows extending from late April through
Also unusual was that most of the well above-normal precipitation
July.
contributing
to the record runoff occurred after early April.
As a
consequence, Garrison releases were not increased above normal levels
until May. By mid-June it became evident that releases greater than
ever previously
experienced from the Garrison project would be necessary.
Through late June and July regulation
was geared to providing what was
considered to be the minimizing of total adverse effects resulting
from high Garrison Reservoir levels, high flows through the Missouri
River each between Garrison Dam and the Oahe Reservoir,
high levels of
downstream reservoirs
that reregulated
Garrison releases and high main
stem system outflows.
The resultant
maximum release from Garrison
was 65,000 cfs and the crest Garrison elevation was 1854.8.
Reservoir
levels through the year are shown on Plate 27 while mean daily unregulated
flows and releases are shown on Plate 32. A maximum stage near 14 feet
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was observed at Bismarck; without the control afforded by Garrison
and other upstream projects a crest stage of about 21 feet would have
occurred.
For further
information
relating
to this flood and regulation offered by the reservoir
projects in operation,
reference is made
to the Master Manual as well as the Reservoir Control Center Technical
Report describing
the 1975 regulation.
Regulation During Downstream Channel Freezeup.
On a con10-U.
tinuing basis, perhaps the most critical
time for scheduling Garrison
releases
is in the early winter period when an ice-cover is forming on
the Missouri River channel from the headwaters of the Oahe Reservoir
upstream to above Bismarck, North Dakota. At this time the power demand
is for high Garrison outflows;
however, ice formation near Bismarck
reduces the downstream channel capacity to about one-half of the
Garrison power plant capability.
An illustration
of the detailed
analyses required at the time is beyond the scope of this manual. Reference is made to the MRD-RCCTechnical Report F-73, “Freezing of the
Missouri River Below Garrison Dam,” where the daily analyses made during the December 1972 ice formation period are described for illustrative purposes.
10-12.
Summary of Historical
Regulation.
Historical
regulation
of
the Garrison project has proceeded for only a relatively
short period
of time, and a substantial
portion of this historical
period was consumed in the initial
fill
of Garrison and other downstream reservoirs.
However, annual upstream runoff during this period has ranged from near
minimum to the maximum recorded since 1898. Therefore,
regulation
during this historical
period is believed to be quite representative
of
conditions
that are likely to be prevalent through the life of the
project . Based on this experience,
supplemented by analyses of the
entire period of hydrologic
record, it is believed that regulation
criteria
developed for the Garrison project are reasonable and represent
a near-optimum utilization
and control of the water supply that may be
available.
Of course, studies will continue through the life of the
project in an effort
to improve procedures.
In general, it may be stated
that unless very unusual conditions
occur, Garrison releases will be
maintained at a level within the power plant capacity while reservoir
level will not exceed elevation
1854 ft msl, the base of surcharge storage.
Minimum daily outflows will not be less than the 6,000 cfs range
necessary for functioning
of downstream water intakes while the level
of the Garrison Reservoir should be maintained well above the established
minimum level at elevation
17?S ft msl.
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X-B.

Long-Term Regulation

Analyses

Long-Term Studies.
10-13.
Simulated regulation
of the Garrison
Project as a component of the main stem reservoir
system through the
entire period of available hydrologic record is a technique utilized
by the Reservoir Control Center for the development of regulation
criteria
through the analyses of effects of criteria
modifications
upon service to authorized functions.
Current regulation
criteria
are the result of many involved and detailed studies, augmented by
actual regulation
experience.
Accomplishment of the long-term studies
is described in Chapter V and IX of the Master Manual and in the detailed reports that have been published describing
specific
studies.
From the studies that incorporate
current regulation
criteria,
longterm examples of Garrison regulation
are available.
Long-term analyses
indicate that
10-14. Garrison Elevation.
Garrison Reservoir levels will fluctuate
from the minimum pool (elevation 1775 ft msl) upward through the levels provided for control of
the most severe floods (elevation
1854 ft msl or above).
However, with
the present level of water resource development, the reservoir
can be
expected to be above the base of annual flood control
(elevation
1837.5)
for a majority of the time.
Extreme drawdown (below elevation 1800)
will occur only in the event of a severe drought extending over several
years, such as experienced in the Missouri Basin during the 1930s. A
graph of probable Garrison Reservoir elevations
that would be experienced
with repetition
of the entire available hydrologic
record is given in
the Master Manual.
On the basis of studies conducted with the 1975 level of
10-1s.
Missouri Basin water resource development, the Garrison elevationduration curve shown on Plate 33 was developed.
This curve indicates
that a reservoir
level at or above elevation
1837.5, the base of the
annual flood control storage zone, can be expected about 55 percent of
A frequency curve of maximum annual Garrison reservoir
the time.
elevations
is shown on Plate 34. This curve was developed from the
experience to date.
long-range studies, tempered by actual regulation
From this curve it is evident that a maximum annual reservoir
level at
or above elevation
1837.5 can be expected during 73 years out of every 100
Average reservoir
levels and the normal variations
Years of experience.
in these levels at the 1975 water resource development level are shown
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an
on Plate 35. This illustrates
eleven feet occurring in the four
July, followed by a corresponding
the remaining eight months of the

average rise in lake levels of
month period, mid-March to midgradual decrease in levels through
year.

10-16. Garrison Releases.
Long-term regulation
studies indicate
that Garrison releases in excess of the power plant capacity of 38,000
cfs will seldom be required.
From duration curves shown on Plate 33,
an average monthly release rate of 38,000 cfs or less can be expected
This percentage is also believed approover 98 percent of the time.
priate for instantaneous release rates at or less than the power plant
capacity . The frequency curve of annual maximum releases shown on
Plate 34 was developed from long-range study results augmented by data
This curve reflects
instanexperienced during historical
regulation.
taneous releases at full power plant capacity during all years to
Average monthly releases, based
supply peak generation requirements.
on long- term studies, are shown on Plate 35, It may be noted that
except for the winter period of January, February and early March,
The higher
average releases are relatively
uniform through the year.
winter releases from Garrison reflect
the transfer
of power generation
to Garrison during this season when lower system releases preclude as
much power generation from downstream projects assuring the open water
navigation
season.
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Emergency Regulation

As discussed in Sec10-17. Maximum Possible Early Spring Flood.
tion IX, regulation
curves are included with the emergency regulation
Inclosure 1 of this exhibit
is
procedures, Exhibit B of this manual.
the set of curves applicable
to the early spring season when substantial
inflows to the project result primarily
from plains area snow melt.
An
example of using emergency procedures as the only criteria
for regulation of the Garrison project is shown on Plate 36. The flood examined
is the maximum possible early spring flood developed for spillway
cfs.
An
design purposes, with a crest inflow of over one million
Respective
initial
pool level at elevation
1840 ft msl was assumed.
crest reservoir
levels and project releases are elevation
1858.8 ft msl
and 830,000 cfs, very close to the values determined at the time of
the design of the Garrison project about 30 years ago.
The effects of using
10-18. Maximum Possible Late Spring Flood.
the late spring emergency regulation
procedures as given by Inclosure
of Exhibit B during the maximum possible late spring flood are shown

X-8

2

on Plate 37. The flood inflows were as developed during spillway
design studies about 30 years ago and reflect
a combination of mountain snowmelt and heavy rainfall
runoff.
A crest inflow of 960,000
cfs can be controlled
to a maximum outflow of 750,000 cfs with a
maximum late level at elevation
1857.6 ft msl.

x-9

EXHIBIT A
OMAHADISTRICT
PROCEDURE
FOR FORECASTINGSEASONAL
RUNOFFAT SIDNEY, MONTANA
The basic forecast equation for the unregulated
for the period May through July is:

runoff

at Sidney

0.31 X2 + 30.6 X3 + 23.78 X4 + 45.5 XS - 133
Unregulated May-July runoff at Sidney in 10,000 AF
Unregulated October-November runoff at Sidney in 10,000 AF
The sum of October-November precipitation,
averaged for
twenty selected stations in inches.
(Stations are Casper,
Cody, Crandall Creek, Diversion Dam, Dubois, Lander,
Metz Ranch, Midwest, Recluse, Sheridan, Sunshine, Worland,
Yellowstone Park, Big Timber, Billings,
Crow Agency, Red
Miles City and Glendive.)
Lodge, Livingston,
X4 = The average snow water content on 1 April of nine selected
(Snow courses are Devils Slide, Lodgepole,
snow courses.
Brooks Lake No. 3, Camp Senia, Sourdough, Ranger Creek,
Sylvan Pass, Crevice Mountain and Lake Camp.)
=
averaged for twenty
xS The sum of April-June precipitation,
stations
in inches.
(Same stations as used in X3.)

Xl
where Xl
x2
X3

=
=
=
=

Average

water content

of the nine selected

snow courses in inches:

1 February 7.4
9.s (2.1 = average gain during
1 March
12.3 (2.8 = average gain during
1 April
Average monthly precipitation
stations
in inches:
April
May
June
Total

of the twenty selected

1.60
2.10
2.30
6.00

Average values of variables

xl

February)
March)

= 511, x2 = 82.3,

used in basic equation:

X3 = 1.72,

A-l

X4 = 12.3,

Xs = 6.00

precipitation

Forecasts of unregulated
and 1 April are as follows:

flow at Sidney on 1 February,

1 March

1 February Forecast
Xl, X2 and X3 are the sam as in basic equation.
X4 = average snow water content of the nine selected snow
courses on 1 February, plus the average gain of 4.9 inches
=
X5 6.00 inches
1 March Forecast
Xl, X2 and X3 are the same as in basic equation.
X4 = average snow water content of the nine selected snow
courses on 1 March, plus the average gain of 2.8 inches
during March.
1 April Forecast
X1, X2, X3 and X4 are the same as in basic equation.
xS = 6.00 inches.
Actual flow at Sidney is estimated as unregulated flow (Xl) plus or
minus storage change in Bull Lake, Boysen, Buffalo Bill and Yellowtail
Reservoirs.
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MRDED-R
SUBJECT: Reservoir Regulation Order, Emergency Regulation
for the Garrison Reservoir (Lake Sakakawea)
TO:

Power Plant Superintendent
Garrison Power Plant

FROM:

Missouri River Division
Reservoir Control Center

Procedure

to the regulation
of the Garrison Reservoir
1. Procedures applicable
during any period that communication with the Missouri River Division
Reservoir Control Center or the Omaha District
Reservoir Regulation
Section is not possible are outlined
in the following
paragraphs.
These instructions
supersede all previously
furnished emergency
reservoir
regulation
criteria.
regulation
orders specifying
project releases
2. Normally, reservoir
and power production
will be furnished your office by the Reservoir
Control Center and your office will report daily to the Reservoir
Control Center and the Omaha District
pertinent
data relating
to
regulation
of the Garrison project.
These data will include reservoir
elevations,
releases, power generation and related hydrologic
data.
The MRD teletype network will normally be used for transmission
of
orders and reports.
However, if this network is inoperative,
alternate
means of communication are to be utilized.
These include direct
telephone, the MRD radio network, relay of data by other main stem
project offices and utilization
of PAPA communication facilities.
3. When daily communication,. as outlined
cannot be established,
the following
will

in paragraph
apply:

2 above,

a. Every reasonable effort
will be made by the Power Plant
Superintendent
to re-establish
communication
with the Reservoir Control
Center or the Omaha District
Reservoir Regulation Section, including
use of any Federal,
commercial or private
means of communication.
the provision
of the latest
b. Following a communication failure,
regulation
order will be extended.
Hourly power plant loading will
follow the WAPA loading schedule, if available.
If the hourly schedule
has not been received from the WPA, power piant releases will be made

MRDED-R
SUBJECT: Reservoir
for

Regulation Order, Emergency Regulation
Reservoir (Lake Sakakawea)

the Garrison

Procedure

the daily energy schedule specified
in the order and
be patterned similar to recent experience.
If requested by
the WAPAPower Systems Operations Office and if power emergency
conditions have been declared, energy generation may be increased
to the maximum allowable limit shown on the latest regulation
These procedures will continue to be utilized
until
order.
communications are re-established
as long as the level of the Garrison
Reservoir remains below elevation
1837.5 feet msl.
to provide

will

c.

given

If the reservoir
in paragraph b will

level is above elevation
1837.5, procedures
be applicable
during the first
day of

communication failure
after which conditions will
determine if the release rate should be changed.
follows

:

(1) Minimum release will
be the release
recent available
regulation
order.

be reviewed
Procedures

specified

to

are as

in the most

(2) The mean inflow for the preceding
24 hours will
be estimated
by computing the storage change during the 24-hour period on the basis
of pool elevations
observed at the damsite.
Normally, the pool
elevation
will
follow a relatively
smooth curve.
Therefore,
any
sudden fluctuations
in the pool level recorder
trace from a smooth
curve [probably
due to wind effects
on the reservoir
gage) should be
disregarded
and the storage change based on an extrapolation
of the
smoothed pool level curve through the 240hour period.
The approximate
mean inflow in cfs is equivalent
to the mean outflow
in cfs for
the 24-hour period plus one-half
the storage change in acre-feet.
(3)
elevation
the rule
attached

Utilizing
tne inflow
(as indicated
by the
curve release by use
Inclosure
1 or 2, as

as developed

above and the current
pool
smoothed pool level curve),
determine
of the emergency curves shown on the
appropriate
for the season.

(4)
If the rule curve release developed by (3) is greater than
the release given by (1)) make release specified
by the appropriate
rule curve.
However, increases
in release rates will
be limited
as
specified
on the curves.
(S) With a reservoir
level below elevation
1850, any release
adjustments
made necessary by use of the rule curve in accordance
with (4) should be made once daily.
With a reservoir
level above
elevation
1850, the analysis
and necessary adjustments
should be
at intervals
of 12 hours or less.
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Reservoir Regulation Order, Emergency Regulation
for the Garrison Reservoir (Lake Sakakawea)

Procedure

(6)

If the release is less than full power plant capability,
loading will be patterned similar
to recent experience
or as prescribed by the WAPAif communication with their Systems
Operations Office is possible.
power plant

(7) Releases from the project
. - powerhouse to the degree feasible.

shall

be made through

the

as reported to or anticipated
4. In the event of downstream flooding,
releases will be reduced as deemed
by the Power Plant Superintendent,
However, with a reservoir
necessary to alleviate
these conditions.
level above elevation
1837.5 releases will not be reduced below those
levels defined by the emergency curves, Inclosure 1 and 2.
5. The foregoing procedures are not intended
Plant Superintendent
of taking such additional
necessary to assure the safety of the project.

2 Incl

1. Emergency Regulation
Curves (Rainfall
and Plains
Snowmel t)
2. Emergency Regulation
Curves (Mount ain Snowmelt
Season)

to relieve the Power
measures believed

ELM0 W. McCLENDON
Chief, Reservoir Control

Center

